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ABSTRACT 

Sustainability has become a global term in recent years, and people have different views of its 

significance. Studies revealed the trend of environmental non-sustainability to be the 

aftermath of human activities. This has affected Ikeja which faces many environmental 

problems. These are linked with the negative attitude of residents towards the sustainability of 

their neighbourhoods, and non-participation in environmental issues. The study was 

conducted in three residential zones of Ikeja in Lagos state, Nigeria. The thesis identifies 

neighbourhoods and residential buildings and their characteristics; examines the socio-

economic characteristics of the residents; analyses the knowledge of residents about 

sustainability; identifies the factors that determine the sustainability of the study area. The 

case study approach was adopted. Three contiguous density areas were selected for the 

administration of questionnaires, based on the number of buildings. The data generated from 

the questionnaires were analysed using frequencies, percentages and factor and regression 

analyses. Simple cross tabulation was adopted to analyse the characteristics of the buildings 

and neighbourhoods, and residents’ perception of sustainability, across all density zones. 

Factor analysis was employed to analyse environmental sustainability factors of the area 

while regression analysis was used to analyse the characteristics that determine sustainability 

of neighbourhoods in the study area. Findings reveal no significant difference in building 

characteristics, socio-economic characteristics, respondents, perception and knowledge of 

sustainability across density zones. Indices and factors in which sustainability is based were 

provided, out of which neighbourhood sustainability is found to be based on Greening and 

health, Population, Government and community influence, Environmental pollution, Energy 

usage and Proneness to flood.  

Keywords: Sustainability, Residential Neighbourhoods, Buildings and Assessment 



 

CHAPTER 1 

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND OF STUDY 

The concept of Sustainable development means many things to many people, as not as many 

as endorse it do practice it (Howley 2010). Studies in African climate and development have 

revealed that, climatic changes emanate from developmental activities such as extensive 

agriculture, mass housing production, oil exploitation, commercialisation and industrialisation 

(Pat-Mbano & Alaka 2012). About 13 million hectares of forest around the world was lost to 

these activities between year 2000 and 2010. These developments are said to have contributed 

large volumes of greenhouse gases, a large part of which is the emission of carbon dioxide 

(CO2) at 2.6 per cent globally between 2010 and 2011, the scenario that puts the global 

emission at 32.2 billion metric tons in 2011; a rise of 48.9 per cent above 1990 level (United 

Nations 2014). The activities that lead to these are however, a threat to the global community, 

but have become an integral part of the communities whose life has one way or the other 

become dependent on them (Pat-Mbano & Alaka 2012). 

It is predicted that, half of the world’s population will soon be domiciled in urban centres 

(Cohen 2004) and that the world urban population may increase by 75 percent in the year 

2050, that is, from 3.6 billion in 2011 to 6.3 billion in 2050 (United Nations, 2012). Over 60% 

of the world’s population is also expected to live in cities in 2030. This will make energy use, 

which is an important part of human development progress, increase faster than the 

population. Urban areas, like Lagos particularly, will become vulnerable to the effects of 

global warming, as cities discharge an amount of heat comparable to that received from solar 

radiation (Hunt et al, 2011). 
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Figure 1. Urban and Rural Population by development group, 1950-2050 (United Nations 

Population Division 2011) 

 

Sustainable growth or development, being an effectiveness of environmental, economic and 

social considerations (Pressman, 2007) is essential for organisations to flourish and contribute 

positively to communities around them (Jankowska & Marcum, 2011). Sustainability is not 

limited to environmental friendliness of the environment and the energy efficiency of the 

buildings; access to employment, schools, health care facilities and public transportation are 

integral parts of sustainability (Ajayi & Omole, 2012). Poorer households usually concentrate 

on areas of dereliction, with air and noise pollution. This is due to economic factors, and 

cultural affinity. There is also an established link between sustainability and other areas, like 

social cohesion, social exclusion, social capital and quality of life (Winston & Eastway, 2008, 

Levett, 1998). 

The Brundtland report (1987) introduced the term ‘sustainable development’ and defined it as 

the “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 

future generations to meet their own needs”. This definition makes Sustainability a social 

construct, which implies an action plan with an ethical basis, letting the need for survival 
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dictate environmental or ecological ethics. However, the survival of societies depends on the 

existence of the global eco-system, which is regulated by globally based environmental ethics. 

(Scokolay, 2008). It is good to note that, though the ability for the global communities to 

continue to survive is dependent on both technological and behavioural practices of its 

citizens, the socio-cultural and economical tendencies of neighbourhood dwellers cannot be 

ignored.  The assertion that, human beings are the ones that need the environment, not the 

reverse, is noteworthy. Those that dwell on earth are said to be the ones destroying it, even 

though, the environment can do very well without them. There is a need to rethink, change 

our mind-set, and realize that we are part of it.  The capacity to destroy it is embedded into us, 

though, we cannot live without it (Maathai 2004 cited in Obe, 2010) 

The pollution from vehicles that ply the city roads each day, contribute in varying proportion, 

to the greenhouse gases (GHG) that threatens the global community. So also is the use of 

generators which emit gases that lead to death in extreme cases due to air pollution. The 

absence of appropriate laws and regulations and the failure of politically structured 

administrations to put adequate infrastructure in place make these practices go unchecked. 

(Pat-Mbano & Alaka, 2012). 

Construction methods and energy practices are also factors, which make structures contribute 

to increased carbon emissions and energy inefficiency. Buildings, as a result of these, 

contribute, as much as one third of total global greenhouse gas emissions (United Nations 

Environment Programme, 2016). The rate of construction in Lagos makes it susceptible to 

this practice. 
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Figure 2. Wastes by the fence of a residence in Ikeja 

 
 

 

Carbon dioxide (CO2) is the most important greenhouse gas, and its biggest source is the 

burning of fossil fuels for energy. Six billion tons of carbon dioxide is released every year, 

from this source. About 1.6 billion tons of this gas is also released per year, as a result of 

deforestation and removal of grassland, this is aside the emission of methane that occurs, 

during the management and disposal of waste.  (Greenpeace International, 1998). The impact 

of this, in the Nigerian context, is more severe in Lagos, due to its being the commercial and 

industrial hub of the nation. There are more vehicles, more industries and more electricity 

generators in Lagos. The negative impact, which comes as a result of these activities, is a 

contributing factor to diseases. (Smith et al, 2010).  

Many reports have also pointed out that these emissions arise from anthropogenic activities.  

Which makes it important for many countries to take up the urgent task of evolving into low-

carbon societies.  This is especially pertinent to countries of Asia and Africa, where rapid 
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urbanization is causing a swift increase in Co2 emissions (Fijita, Matsumoto and Siong 2009). 

However, there is a need to identify these human factors, in other to create awareness, 

towards the mitigation of the negative impacts. 

 
Figure 3. Emission of CO2 through vehicle exhaust, within Ikeja axis of Lagos highway 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Over flown garbage bins in Ikeja 
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The removal of topsoil is also a major factor towards making neighbourhoods unsustainable. 

It is washed away in storms, discarded into landfills or sold for economic considerations.  

These increase the need for irrigation of gardens and green spaces and the cost of planting and 

restoration (Frame & Vale, 2006). 

 

 
Figure 5. Garbage bags placed within a major road of Ikeja 
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Figure 6. Dumping of refuse in a rain water channel in Ikeja 

 

 
Figure 7.Generators arranged by the fence in Ikeja neighbourhood 
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Figure 8. Flooded street in Ikeja neighbourhood 

 

 

The operation of poorly maintained infrastructure projects has equally induced various social, 

economic, cultural and environmental problems. (Shen, Wu and Zhang, 2011). The 

population density of Lagos is a viable pointer to this assertion. 

There is a growing view that human flourishing has been sacrificed in our drive toward 

greater growth. (Gilory, 2008).  

This thesis focuses on several issues that impact the residential neighbourhoods and buildings. 

These include the environmental, economic and socio-cultural aspects. It aims to achieve this 

through literature, interviews, administration and analysis of questionnaires. It includes the 

identification of neighbourhoods and buildings within Lagos with their characteristics and  
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Figure 9. Cigarette Smoking; a habit that contributes to pollution in Ikeja 

      

 

matching the existing indicators with the characteristics of Lagos neighbourhoods. The 

assessment of the sustainability of the neighbourhoods and buildings and the analysis of the 

attitudes of residents to sustainability will be carried out through this means.  
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Figure 10. Cooking for commercial purpose, within Ikeja Neighbourhood 

 

 

Figure 11. Cooking on the main road, within Ikeja Neighbourhood 
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Figure 12. Cooking on the main road, within Ikeja Neighbourhood 

 

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT OF THE RESEARCH 

Ikeja the capital of Lagos state is the focus of this research. The study area faces many 

environmental problems. These problems include industrial wastes, solid waste management, 

deficit in sanitary infrastructure, air and water pollution, flooding and inadequate access to 

basic infrastructure (Oduwaye & Lawanson, 2007).  

People’s attitude towards these issues, through their lack of seriousness to environmental 

cleanliness in Ikeja, has contributed to the continuous existence of the problems. However, an 

attitudinal change in environmental issues is urgently required to achieve a sustainable 

environment (Ilevbare et al, 2014). These negative attitudes include disposal of wastes on 

streets, roadways and gutters; a method that devalues Ikeja neighbourhoods and make them 

prone to flooding (Falaye, 2016). The Lagos state ministry of the environment sees a need to 
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develop an initiative that involves the residents, on the need to urgently take steps towards a 

sustainable environment. 

In the opinion of Oduwaye & Gamu-Kaka (2007), non–participation of residents in 

environmental sustainability related issues makes planning unsustainable as this erodes 

people’s sense of responsibility towards their environment. There is however no known study, 

to the best of the researcher’s knowledge, which has assessed the environmental sustainability 

of neighbourhoods through the perspective of the residents and also posits the main factors 

that determines the sustainability of Ikeja.  

There is need to assess the environmental sustainability of Ikeja, due to its crucial role as the 

administrative capital of Lagos state. This is to identify several environmental issues that 

affect its sustainability; expose the effects of human activities in residential buildings and 

neighbourhoods on architectural designs; show how architectural designs affect solid and 

human waste management. 

1.2 AIM AND OBJECTIVES 

The aim of this research is to assess the sustainability of residential buildings and 

neighbourhoods in Ikeja, Lagos, and determine the resident’s attitudinal and behavioural 

responses.  

The specific objectives are to: 

i. identify neighbourhoods and residential buildings and their characteristics in Ikeja, 

Lagos. 

ii. examine the socio-economic characteristics of the residents, in Ikeja. 

iii. determine the knowledge of residents about sustainability. 

iv. identify the factors that determine the sustainability of the study area. 
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1.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS  

i. What are the characteristics of residential neighbourhoods and buildings in Ikeja? 

ii. What are the socio-economic characteristics of the residents in the study area? 

iii. What is the level of residents’ knowledge of sustainability? 

iv. What are the factors that determine sustainability in the study area? 

1.4 RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 

i. There is no significant association between residential density zones and apartment 

types. 

ii. There is no significant relationship between the income of residents and their 

apartment types in Ikeja. 

iii. The knowledge of respondents about sustainability is independent of their level of 

education.  

iv. There is no significant difference in the residents’ perception of sustainability across 

the density zones. 

1.5 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  

Different theoretical views have been formulated by researchers over the years, on 

sustainability and sustainable practices. Some of these theories are outlined below. 

1.5.1 The Triple Bottom Line (TBL) Concept 

This concept describes the three factors embedded into sustainability, and equally points to 

the relationship between these factors. It considers the basic factors of economic, social and 

environmental aspects. It is also called the pillars of sustainability, as represented by people, 

planet and profits. The social aspect is synonymous with people and the environmental aspect 

is synonymous with the planet while the economy is synonymous with profit (Kuhlman & 
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Farrington, 2010). This theory is anchored on the opinion that environmental, societal and 

economic factors are the main determinants of sustainable development, which makes the 

evaluation of sustainable development impossible, if any of these factors is excluded. 

 

Figure 13. Triple Bottom Line (TBL) Concept as coined by Alkington J. (Kuhlman & 

Farrington, 2010) 

 

1.5.2. Compass of Sustainability 

 

Compass of sustainability places sustainability into four parts, through an implicit comparism 

with the compass. This concept puts issues of the protection of natural environment and 

ecosystem under nature. The economy part of it encompasses issues of societal economic 

stability. The aspect of culture and other social issues are grouped under society, while well-

being takes care of people’s needs and rights. 

The tool is formulated to promote sustainability by identifying the point at which a system 

experiences the greatest impact through the linkage of the issues concerning nature, economy, 

society and well-being (Atkinsson & Hatcher 2001), (teachingparadox.edublogs.org 2014).  
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Figure 14. Alan Attkisson’s Compass of Sustainability 

 

1.5.2. Conceptual Evaluation Model of Sustainability  

The conceptual evaluation model of the social sustainability of housing (fig. 3.1), is built on 

the presupposition that some housing needs warrant greater weight than others.  The 

fundamental aspects of housing affordability and quality constitute the most basic needs in 

relation to housing.  A household’s ability to meet the cost of housing is a limiting factor as to 

whether they can access adequate housing or not.  The quality of housing is also of central 

importance, particularly on issues of overcrowding, inadequacy and poor design impact. 

Access to facilities and adequate transport to those facilities make up the intermediate social 

needs related to housing in the model.  
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Figure 15. Conceptual evaluation model of the social sustainability of housing (Ancell & 

Thompson-Fawcett, 2008) 
 

1.5.3. Design Requirements on Sustainable Issues 

Towards a meaningful design, Bala (2010) suggests that energy efficiency, building 

orientation, natural lighting, ventilation and compatibility to climatic conditions should be the 

basic design requirements regarding sustainable issues in Architectural Design 
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Table 1. Design requirements regarding sustainable issues in Architectural  

Design (Bala 2010) 

 

 

1.5.4. Determination of Organizational Sustainability  

In the area of organisational sustainability, Navickas & Navickiene (2009) developed a model 

for its determination. It simplified the visualisation process of the external sustainability, the 

generation of indicators, indicator significances, and creation of questionnaire as well as 

setting of indicator values.  
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Figure 16. Model for Determination of Organizational Sustainability (Navickas & 

Navickiene, 2009) 
 

 

1.5.5. Concept of sustainability  

The Rio declaration regarding environment and development, describes sustainability as 

development corresponding to present needs without compromise for the future generations to 

meet their own needs, led to the development of DD concept according to Bacescu-Carbunaru 

(2010). The concept supposes interaction and compatibility of four systems that were born of 

actual world reality, characterised by accelerated economic and demographic growth.  
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Figure 17. DD concept of sustainability Model (Bacescu-Carbunaru, 2010) 

 

1.5.6. Dimensions of Sustainability  

In Bacescu-Carbunaru (2010), it is pointed out that, three dimensions of sustainability depend 

on five (5) factors: population; natural resources and environment; industrial production; 

agricultural production and pollution. 

 

Figure 18. Dimensions of Sustainability Model (Bacescu-Carbunaru, 2010) 
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1.5.7. Precautionary principle 

It states that:  

If an action or policy has a suspected risk of causing harm to the public, or to 

the environment in the absence of scientific consensus that the action or policy 

is harmful, the burden of proof that it is not harmful falls on those taking an 

act. 

The formal concept of this principle evolved out of German socio-legal tradition in 1930, 

cantering on good household management. The primary foundation of the principle is from 

the 1992 Earth summit, which notes in its 15
th

 principle that, to protect the environment, the 

precautionary approach shall be widely applied by states according to their capabilities. It 

explains the idea that scientific uncertainty should not preclude preventive measures to protect 

the environment. The 1998 Wingspread statement on the principle summarises that; when an 

activity raises threats of harm to human health or the environment, precautionary measures 

should be taken. In this context the proponent of an activity, rather than the public, should 

bear the burden of proof. The process of applying the precautionary principle must be open, 

informed and democratic and must include potentially affected parties. It must also involve an 

examination of the full range of alternatives. (http://www.sehn.org/precaution.html, 2013). 

The principle, which is also seen as a way of taking precautions in advance, has two major 

elements, which are; an expression of a need by decision-makers to anticipate harm before it 

occurs, and the establishment of an obligation, if the level of harm may be high, for action to 

prevent or minimise such harm, even when the absence of scientific certainty makes it 

difficult to predict the likelihood of harm occurring, or the level of harm should it occur 

(en.wikipedia.org, 2013) 

 

http://www.sehn.org/precaution.html
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1.5.8. Sustainability Value Map 

This was developed by Butters (2004), with the belief that all aspects of architectural practice 

should be compelled to visualise sustainability in the three broad areas of Ecology, Society 

and Economy. The circle is divided into three towards the assessment of these key issues. The 

author is of the opinion that, sustainability changes with time, as a result of which it is meant 

to be evaluated based on current situations, or as a comparism between the past and presence. 

The assessment is made through a value scale of six points, where the lowest point indicates 

very poor performance and the highest point stands for optimum performance (Skjerve-

Nielssen, 2009). 

 

Figure 19. Sustainability Value Map 

 

1.6. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

The conceptual model is founded on the models identified in this chapter. 
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Dimension of sustainability model shows that, action of the state and human activities affect 

the natural state of the environment; this is corroborated by DD concept of sustainability 

which links economic system, technological system, social system, environment and 

ecological system as having effects on each other, while the advent of technology has a direct 

influence on the environment. 

In the case of the concept evaluation model of social sustainability of housing, there is a 

closer focus on people’s needs. It puts affordability as priority, while quality of the residential 

buildings and neighbourhood quality are classified as intermediate and ultimate needs 

respectively. Design requirements are however classified as; compatibility to climate, energy 

efficiency, solar control, natural ventilation and lighting, eco-technology, material re-use and 

recycle, plus the use of natural materials. 

The model for Determination of Organisational Sustainability in its own approach, puts 

external sustainability, economic and social environment as having influences on internal 

sustainability, while the Precautionary principle recommends that, precautionary measures be 

taken, when activities are likely to become a threat to the environment. 

Venn diagram of sustainability and Sustainability Value Map, in their merit, emphasis the 

tripartite combination of environment or ecology, society and economy. This is with the 

assertion that, sustainable development cannot be ascertained without an equal consideration 

of these factors. 

Based on the analysis of these identified models and theories, the Neighbourhood 

Sustainability Track Model is developed to guide the flow of this research, indicating the 

extent of its being based on residents’ perception through the yellow code. 

The model presupposes that, social, economic, attitudinal and environmental factors have 

influences on each other, and consequently influences the neighbourhood in which residential 
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buildings are situated. Putting these activities within a frame, it affects the sustainability of 

neighbourhoods and residential buildings, while sustainable practices also affect the 

neighbourhoods and residential buildings.   

 

Figure 20.  Neighbourhood Sustainability Track Model: The Conceptual Framework 

 

Residents’  
 Perception 
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1.7. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

It was reported that, about 7 million people died in the year 2012, as a result of air pollution. 

This is the consequence of household air pollution, a combination from both indoor and 

outdoor air pollution. Cardiovascular diseases, respiratory disorders and cancer, has been, as a 

result of this act. The low and medium-income countries, including Africa, in which Nigeria 

is the most populated, are most affected. Unsustainable policies in the areas of transportation, 

energy generation and distribution, waste management and industrial activities has been the 

bane of this occurrence (World Health Organisation 2014). 

The percentage of citizens that depend on solid fuel for cooking as the year 2002, stands at 

67% in Nigeria, and 76% in the continent of Africa. The proportion of the Nigerian 

population with access to clean water is 72% within the urban areas, while the rural area 

remains below 50%. Those that have access to improved sanitation, within the urban regions 

is 48%, with 30% within the rural areas (Country Health System Fact Sheet for Nigeria 2006).  

Lagos State, the most populated and urbanised section of Nigeria, is faced with challenges of 

overstretched infrastructure, high population growth rate and inadequate housing required, to 

support sustainable existence of the neighbourhoods and residential buildings. (Lagos 

Household Survey, 2010). This challenge of existence, contributes to the various 

environmental consequences.  

It is therefore recommended that built environment initiative be combined with research into 

behavioural changes to achieve the desired outcome of a sustainable built environment, that 

will lead to increase in dialogue between communities, developers and local authorities. 

(Frame & Vale, 2006). 

Sustainability, being a topic of both policy appraisal and scientific study (Kuhlman & 

Farrington, 2010), presupposes a need to identify indicators that have direct and indirect 
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effect on the sustainability of neighbourhoods and residential buildings within Lagos State, 

considering the present situation where the Nigerian Government is yet to implement 

campaigns and climate control-related-policies in executing development projects (Pat-Mbano 

& Alaka, 2012). There is equally a need to review the progress of our neighbourhoods from 

time to time and the indicators will help in doing this. Beyond the review, they highlight the 

areas with challenges and also help in people’s understanding of sustainable development, 

within their countries, states, cities and neighbourhoods (http://collections.europarchive.org). 

 

Assessment of neighbourhood and residential buildings sustainability, through residents’ 

perception, opens up a different view in environmental sustainability assessment. It will lead 

to further research with a view to addressing the gaps in other measurement approaches 

adopted by researchers as mentioned in the literature.  

Data and analysis from this study, will assist the government in measuring the effectiveness 

of its programmes, and also make adequate plans towards sustainability of neighbourhoods 

and residential buildings. Reliable statistics according to Wong (2000) are essential to public 

management and accountability. 

This thesis will be a reference tool for researchers, professionals within and outside the 

building industry, environmentalists, developers and other states of in Nigerian. It will form a 

basis for constant evaluation of the sustainability of neighbourhoods and residential buildings 

and also be a reference for architects in conceptualising sustainable buildings and 

neighbourhoods.  
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1.9. RESEARCH ASSUMPTIONS 

1. Residents are assumed to have a pre-knowledge of the spaces within their homes before 

moving into them.  

2. Residents are assumed to have a pre-knowledge of the road links within their 

neighbourhoods, before moving into them. 

3. Residents are aware of the existing amenities within their neighbourhoods. 

4. Government at all levels are aware of the types of designs for the residential building, and 

the neighbourhood plans. 

5. The neighbourhoods are under the control of the Local and State Governments. 

6. The coordinating authorities have access to the residents within the neighbourhoods and 

vice-visa. 

    

1.10. SCOPE AND DELIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

This research is limited to Ikeja Local Government, within Lagos State. This is due to its 

having a representation of all the classified density zones, which makes the research adaptable 

to other areas. Data collection covers only residential neighbourhoods and buildings, with 

ownership spread amongst individuals. It extends to residential neighbourhoods and buildings 

with corporate organisations and government establishments as owners. 

It limits its findings, through appropriate use of research methods, to the effects of 

behavioural, economic, social, design and planning patterns on the sustainability of 

neighbourhoods and residential buildings, and vice versa. It also discusses the general 

preferences of the residents within the neighbourhoods. 
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1.8 OPERATIONAL DEFINITION OF TERMS 

Metropolitan Lagos: The conurbation of 16 local governments, that emanated from the 

spread of developmental activities of Lagos state, namely: Agege, Ajeromi-Ifelodun, 

Alimosho, Amuwo-Odofin, Apapa, Eti-Osa, Ifako-Ijaiye, Ikeja, Kosofe, Lagos Island, Lagos 

Mainland, Mushin, Ojo, Oshodi-Isolo, Somolu and Surulere (Lagos state Government, n.d).  

Residential neighbourhoods: These are Independent Electoral Commission delineated 

wards, carved out mainly for political purposes in Ikeja.  

Residential buildings: These are buildings where more than half of floor area is used for 

dwelling purposes (OECD Glossary of statistical terms, 2007) 

Sustainable neighbourhood: It is a neighbourhood that is socially, environmentally and 

economically healthy (City of Pickering, 2017). 

Density areas: Low density neighnourhoods are with an average plot size of 2000 square 

meters; medium density areas have an average plot size of 750 square meters while high 

density areas have average plot size of 460 square meters (Adebayo & Ogunleye, 2014) 
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CHAPTER 2 

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

This review looks at relevant issues, definitions and theories on sustainability, 

neighbourhoods and housing. Through this, a wide range of viewpoints, including the list of 

established global indicators on sustainability, are obtained.  Sustainability perspectives from 

various local, regional, national, global and diverse fields of endeavour including science, 

business and architecture are also reviewed. It also considers the economic, social and 

environmental aspects of sustainability. The review is organized as follows: 

 General views on Neighbourhoods and Housing 

 The notion of Sustainability 

 Neighbourhood and Sustainability 

 Housing Sustainability 

 Environmental Sustainability 

 Socio-economic Sustainability 

 Established global indicators  

 Views on neighbourhood sustainability assessment 

2.1 GENERAL VIEWS ON NEIGHBOURHOODS AND HOUSING 

The home locality is most being formulated in terms of neighbourhoods, since these represent 

identifiable and meaningful contexts within social learning and participation (Morgan 2009). 

Neighbourhood can have different connotations depending on an individual’s interpretation; 

there is variety in the size of individuals’ perceived neighbourhoods, ranging from single 

streets, to areas including the local town centre and surround. Neighbourhood could be 

defined as a social unit, a spatial unit, or a network of relationships, associations and patterns 

of use.  Those defining their neighbourhood in terms of social relationships are more likely to 
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describe smaller units, than those thinking to describe and other frequently travelled 

destinations.  Moreover, while individuals might stress one dimension over another, the area 

is namely the result of a single dimension (Soutj et al, 2010). 

Neighbourhoods are universal, as most people consider themselves to be living in one. There 

is no specific definition for neighbourhood. It is either seen as a social community with 

considerable face to face interaction among residents, or as a specific geographic area. It is a 

place of common values and socialisation, with effective social control and accessibility. 

Official delineation of neighbourhoods comes in different forms and format. It is known as 

districts, sub-districts, streets and quarters. Within these delineations are households 

(en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neighbourhood, 2014). However, in Nigeria, with particular emphasis 

on Lagos, neighbourhoods are also known as Wards, Local Council Development Authority 

(LCDA) (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lagos State, 2014) Government Reserved Area (GRA),  

(Cambridge Dictionary, 2017), Streets and Quarters (www.nigeriavillagesquare.com). 

Housing, however is a social practice of ensuring that, members of the society have a place to 

live in (Microsoft® Encarta, 2009) 

It may be on temporary or permanent basis. This function takes place in buildings that 

functions as home for humans and animals as well. These come in form of basic shelters as 

huts, and complex modern structures. The social unit that dwell in these houses are called 

households (Cambridge Dictionary, 2017). Several combinations of these houses arranged in 

defined patterns make up neighbourhoods. 

Taking a view into its history; shelter as a human need developed in stages, as the world 

progressed. Before man developed the art of building houses, they used the natural 

environment to provide shelter, these were trees and caves. As human knowledge increased, 

stone and tree branches were used, during the early days of housing construction. Simple tools 
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were gradually discovered; this helped in the development of better structures, which later 

evolved in shape and form. Earth was eventually used to make bricks that became a basic 

building material for buildings. 

To construct the homes of elites and peasants, around 3100BC, the Egyptians used dried 

bricks. The Greeks at ancient times used the combination of materials like stone, bricks, wood 

and straw. The Romans improved on the Greek system, through the introduction of 

earthenware pipes, under the roofs and floors, through which hot water or air passes through 

for heating. The ancient Chinese adopted the basic materials, but introduced elements of 

decoration. 

Through advancement of technology, mass production of materials eventually came. The rate 

at which shelters were constructed increased. Iron was mass produced in factories in different 

forms and shapes. Brick was also produced en-mass, a situation that led to its being used 

extensively in buildings as a result of cost reduction. 

The contemporary period, ushers in more complex structures like high-rise buildings, which 

has have become more visible in several neighbourhoods. The strength of concrete was 

enhanced at this period, and methods developed to pump concrete to upper levels during 

construction of buildings (Tom et al, 2014). 

Developments of Neighbourhoods go along with the trend in housing development. The 

houses being a major component of Neighbourhoods, within which households are embedded.       

2.2 THE NOTION OF SUSTAINABILITY 

It became clear to many in the 1960s and 1970s that the global population, and its rate of 

growth, compared with the natural environment and available resources will be stretched to an 

imposed limit, set by global ecosphere and availability of mineral and fossil fuel (Bartlett 
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2012). This consciousness led to Sustainability, the term that is believed to have originated 

from a policy concept, through Bruntland report of 1987 (Kuhlman and Farrington 2010).  

 

The term, “Sustainable development” is perceived by many stakeholders as an abstract 

concept, that cannot be pinned down to an actual interpretation (Williams & Millington, 

2004), but, a very common definition of Sustainability according to Bartlett (2012), Heinberg 

(2010), Macion (2010) & Bruntland Commission Report (1987) is as coined by Bruntland 

report, which defines Sustainable development as the “development that meets the needs of 

the present without compromising the ability of the future generations to meet their own 

needs”. They believe this to be the generally accepted definition of sustainable development.  

Heinberg (2010) submitted that, though, the Bruntland definition is appealing to many, but its 

virtue has vagueness attached to it. It fails to portray the nature of sustainable society. This 

makes people use the term sustainability to mean whatever they want it to. The definition also 

lays first emphasis on the needs of the present, before considering the generations of the 

future, without the consciousness that sustainability is more important for the future than the 

present. He believes that, this definition should be re-written as the “development that does 

not compromise the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. However, it will 

not be seen as being out of place to include the current situation of the world as a necessary 

view of existence, which may be taken as the reason for the inclusion of the current situation 

in the Bruntland report definition.  

Kuhlman & Farrington (2010) also opined that, the Bruntland report definition, which is of 

the aspiration of the world to achieve a better life, under the limitations of nature has been 

changed in the course of time. Their submission is that, this change makes it difficult to 

understand the conflict between providing welfare for all and the conservation of the 
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environment. This change, according to this opinion, relegates the importance of the 

environment and equally separates the social from the economic which are meant to be the 

same. They proposed that the original concept that is concerned with the future generations, 

especially in the area of natural resources that cannot be replaced upheld. 

According to Okedele (2008), Sustainability could be seen to have several meanings, within 

the perspective of Bruntland’s definition. These are: the development that takes the positive 

existence of the future into consideration; improvement on the quality of life, while protecting 

the eco-system; the ability to deliver environmental, economic and social services to the 

community; determination to promote social and economic progress to all; making sure that 

everyone has better quality of life. 

Williams & Millington (2004), in their own submission, supports sustainable development to 

be about the Earth and the future, but opined sustainability to be an equality in what is 

demanded of the Earth and what the Earth is capable of giving, this in their own opinion, can 

be achieved if the demand on the earth is reduced to meet the Earth’s supply or the Earth can 

be manipulated to increase its resources. Since unsustainable practices could be classified 

under manipulations, working artificially on the earth to boost its resources, will result in a 

situation that may not be classified as being sustainable.  

Sustainability can also be defined, according to Kuhlman & Farrington (2010), as “a state of 

affairs where the sum of natural and man-made resources remains at least constant for the 

foreseeable future, in order that the well-being of future generations does not decline”. 

Sustainability, through this definition, is then an issue of the natural resources, environmental 

quality and capital, reserved for the future generations. This definition has a slight touch with 

the Bruntland concept, especially in its reference to future generations. But, in this case, the 

main emphasis is on the future generation, with a moderate silence on the present state of the 

environment.   
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Heinberg (2010) believes that, the word sustainable has been used to refer only to 

environmentally sound practices, instead of it being seen as what could be maintained over 

time. This, by implication means that, an unsustainable society is such that is not capable of 

being maintained for long and as such, will lead to seizure functionally.   

Sustainability has over the years been given many meanings; it is perceived as, the capacity of 

a phenomenon to sustain itself, making sure that present lifestyles do not affect others now, or 

in the future, by living within the means of the natural systems. It is also seen as being about 

people, culture, economy and the environment (www.landlearnnsw.org). It is equally said 

that; it is based on the principle that portrays what is needed for survival as being linked 

directly with the natural environment - a platform is created, through it, where nature and 

people co-exists productively (www.epa.gov). The ability to live in sustenance, through a 

non-depletion of the natural state of the environment is also portrayed as sustainability 

(dictionary.reference.com). 

Sustainability through other views, is an attempt to combine ecology with economy; living in 

harmony with nature, renewing resources at the rate at which they are consumed; living 

within existing resources, without creating any damage; creation of an economic 

environment, that creates good quality of life, through the renewal of resources within the 

environment; having communities where living systems that combine, in a balanced state, the 

human and economic resources; having the consciousness of how every action affects the 

future generations (www.sustainabilitystore.com). 

Another key aspect of sustainability is the ability of biological systems to survive, so it is also 

interpreted as an endurance of process and existing systems. Its connection is not limited to 

economics, culture and ecology, but also politics. It is a social challenge that takes into 

consideration, the planning of neighbourhood and cities, transportation and lifestyles, under 

key areas of existence, which are: economy, society and the environment (en.wikipedia.org).  

http://www.landlearnnsw.org/
http://www.epa.gov/
http://www.sustainabilitystore.com/
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 Sustainability integrates three main goals, namely; environmental health, economic 

profitability, and social and economic equity (Alkon, 2008). Parkin, Sommer and Uren (2003) 

also emphasis sustainable development as a combination of environmental, economic and 

social factors. It is also regarded as the ability to meet the objectives of meeting everyone’s 

need, environmental protection, cautious use of natural resources and keeping abreast with 

economic growth (collections.europarchive.org).  

On these matters of sustainability, the needs of the environment, the people, and the economy 

are to be addressed (Ancell & Thompson – Fawcett, 2008), to avoid negative consequences 

that may affect the environment. Educating designers on these will mitigate these envisaged 

effects (Adebamowo & Kusimo, 2008).   

Discussions will support the need to reinterpret sustainable housing environments beyond the 

view of technical efficiency and expand considerations towards key social notions of home, 

dwelling, technology, comfort and efficiency.  Therefore, considering the value of sustainable 

design beyond practice therefore has the opportunity to reconnect with the domestic 

environment alongside the application of technical efficiency.  This reinterpretation provides 

a developed view of sustainable housing and how sustainable projects can be perceived and 

the key values of the domestic environment. (Marsh, 2010). The concept of Sustainability has 

become a wide ranging term commonly associated with all of human and common place term 

in policy parlance (Chuguill, 2007) 

There has been an increasing interest in the concept of sustainability in research and policy 

framework, in response to the intensity and deflation of resource use and degrading of the 

environment (Rees, 2011, Capello & Nijkamp, 2002) cited in (Abdullahi, et al, 2011). 

Sustainable housing policy though, is meant to be the one that meets the housing needs of the 

poor, economically viable, socially acceptable, technically feasible and environmentally 

compatible (choguill, 2007) cited in (Abdullahi, et al, 2011), as Sustainable development is 
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defined as a mode of human development in which resource use aims to meet human needs 

while preserving the environment so that these needs can be met not only in the present, but 

also for generations to come.  (www.buildinggreen, 2013). But, Environmental degradation 

has now compromises our human, social and ecological health (Dunkel & Torres, 2009).  

Since the early 1990s, the issue of sustainability has moved to the forefront of urban planning 

theory and practice.  The sustainability debate has given rise to more environmentally 

sensitive and responsible land-use and building practices in cities (Poitrab, 2009). 

Sustainability of a community is subject to the perceptions of the residents who live in 

community and their satisfaction with their local conditions (Kooti, Valentine & Valentine, 

2011). 

Sustainable communities means neighbourhoods that require little or no state intervention to 

deal with physical and social deterioration, in which citizens are to be increasingly 

responsible for their own life outcomes through normalized acts of consumption (Mcintyre & 

Mckee, 2008). Forests are also, to be managed in order to meet the public needs for wood and 

other forest products and to perform the protective and recreational functions of forests.  

(Navickas & Navickiene, 2011). 

Defining sustainable communities and their characteristics is challenging, as no communities 

or societies in human history could stay sustainable forever.  The notion of sustainable 

communities is relative and there is no definition that is relevant for all times and places 

(Hempel 1999 cited in Ercan, 2010). But, the president’s council on Sustainable Development 

in United States defines sustainable communities as healthy communities where natural and 

historic resources are preserved, jobs are available, sprawl is contained, neighbourhoods are 

secure, education is life-long, transportation and health care are accessible, and all citizens 

have opportunities to improve the quality of their lives.  Meanwhile, in the UK, sustainable 

http://www.buildinggreen/
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communities are places where people want to live and work, now and in the future.  They 

meet the diverse needs of existing and future residents, are sensitive to the environment, and 

contribute to a high quality of life.  They are safe and inclusive, well planned, built and run, 

and offer equality of opportunity and good services for all (Kline 1995; Agyeman, 2005 cited 

in Ercan, 2010), as Sustainability is about meeting basic human needs and wants by 

researching and identifying new ways of creating economic vitality, protecting and 

maintaining healthy environment and building healthy communities (Banuen et al. 1996 cited 

in Ercan, 2010). 

 

Sustainability means that what is sustainable may last, may go on and on.  And there are 

surely things like – processes, states, objects, ideas, features, which may last or go on, each in 

its own way. It could also mean “marine life should not be destroyed industry” or that 

“current deforestation must stop or reversed”. It has become such a vast word that, to ask for 

its meaning may be similar to asking for a list of people with common name.  (Raatzchj, 

2012). 

Sustainability is age-old.  What is new is the catchword “sustainability”.  The enrichment of 

the use of the catchword re-enacts in reality what has always been present in the concept. 

(Raatzsch 2012). Sustainable management is meant to focus on strategic environment that 

enables steady organic growth. (Nurmet & Seive, 2011).  and development planning should 

integrate ecological elements to reach sustainability.  (Bacescu-Carbunaryu, 2010). 

Sustainability principles are equally embedded, in the language and practices of new urban 

policies, questions of why and how the integration of sustainability principles in public sector 

urban redevelopment policies occur, and analysis of private sector implementation of 
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sustainability policies become are relevant for the examination of contemporary urbanization 

processes and the study of local forms of sustainability. (Bounce 2009). 

2.3 NEIGHBOURHOOD AND SUSTAINABILITY 

There are two conflicting views on how humankind and nature relates, according to Kuhlman 

& Farrington (2010); one emphasises harmony and adaptation, while the other view sees 

nature as what is meant to be conquered. 

Cities, within which there are neighbourhoods, are the major consumers of renewable and 

non-renewable resources, this makes them responsible for the largest proportion of 

unsustainable development, and as such, sustainable development is now seen as having 

significant implications on the design and planning of urban regions.  If these urban regions 

can be designed and managed in order to minimize the use of resources that result in 

pollution, a major contribution to the solution of global environmental problems can be 

achieved (White 1994 & Breheny 1992 cited in Howley, 2010). Cities put pressure on the 

capacities of natural resources and physical infrastructure, and as such, need better design to 

deliver improved environmental, economic, social and cultural outcomes (Frame & Vale, 

2006). It is the responsibility of all to take proper care of the environment, not simply for the 

basic value, but to preserve resources for generations to come. These systems are damaged at 

our peril, as we do not have the right to destroy other species. We are to preserve the beauty 

of the natural environment for our sake and that of the future generations (Kuhlman & 

Farrington, 2010).  

 The issue of sustainability has moved to the forefront of urban planning practice.  The 

sustainability debate has given rise to more environmentally sensitive and responsible land-

use and building practices in cities. (Poitras, 2009). 
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This concept of meeting the needs of  the present without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs embedded into the Brundttland commission’s 1987 

report, tagged our common future has grown in popularity and plays a role in many planning 

processes at all levels of community organization.  Sustainable development initiatives are 

bow everywhere at community level, as local participation is crucial to long-term 

implementation of sustainable development. 

Community sustainable development initiatives are sometimes self-organising as groups of 

concerned citizens mobilize around specific issues to rebuild community-level systems to 

meet their needs and resolve conflicts.  (Newman, Waldron, Dale & Carriere, 2008). 

The existence of sustainable planning is warranted by the need to comply with the principle of 

balance of interests, which requires that the plan takes into consideration, right from the 

beginning, with qualitative and qualitative concerns, the housing needs of the population, 

especially of those who are socially disadvantaged. (Oliviera, 2012). 

The idea of designing and planning communities and cities that sustain human and ecological 

well-being has gained wide recognition.  Sustainable development now serves as a guiding 

principle for building a more environmental-friendly city. 

Urban sustainability has become a value used by local authorities, policy-makers, and real 

estate developers to mitigate urban and social change. 

Housing is considered a key component of neighbourhood gentrification process.  This 

process involves the construction of new buildings on brownfield land or grey field sites and 

infill housing.  (Poitras 2009). Meanwhile, when gentrification is taken in a broad sense, it 

could mean the creation of space for affluent users (Mclntype & Mckee, 2008). 

Planning should, in its real sense, manage patterns of urban growth to make the fullest use of 

public transport and focus development in existing centres and near to major public transport 
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interchanges (CLG, 2005, cited in Champion, 2009). One of the concerns of planning is how 

to make cities good places for people to live in.  The increase in the necessity of sustainability 

has strongly influenced practitioners and decision makers to craft good cities in terms of 

achieving sustainability, though, local areas sometimes, may identify what needs of the 

environment the people, and the economy are to be addressed. (Ancell & Thompson-Fawcett, 

2008). 

Urban sustainability remains a value used by local authorities, policy-makers, and real estate 

developers to mitigate urban and social change, while urban problems are identified in terms 

of quality of life and developmental issues (Poitras, 2009). 

Though, in some places, sustainability is not yet forming the basis of planning, development, 

and the renovation and construction of buildings (Hanna, 2006) cited in (Poitras, 2009). This 

has led to the negative impact of the built environment becoming a contributing factor to non-

communicable disease, including cardio-vascular disease, cancer, and obesity (Smith et al, 

2010). This makes it an issue to bear in mind that well-being is determined to a significant 

degree by quality of place (Gilroy, 2008) 

 

Non-automobile travel, as well, is consistent with commitment to environmental sustainability 

and each hour spent in a car per day is associated with a 6 per cent increase in the likelihood 

of obesity (Frank et al., 2004, p. 87, cited in Danyluk & Ley, 2007). 

 More sustainable buildings in more sustainable neighbourhoods are an essential part of the 

move towards a more sustainable society.  However, if the behaviour of the inhabitants of 

these buildings and neighbourhoods does not change to embrace more sustainable practices, 

changes to the physical fabric of the built environment will not be enough to bring about the 

necessary reductions the adverse environmental impact of human society.  To bring about the 
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necessary changes research into behavioural change must proceed hand in hand with research 

into the design of physical environment.  (Frame & Vale, 2006). 

Neighbourhoods should include developments of mixed tenure housing as well as integrated 

infrastructure, such as schools and transport links. (Mclntyre & Mckee, 2008). Communities 

and cities should be planned to sustain human and ecological well-being, and resident should 

be encouraged to reduce car use, limit energy consumption or diminish the amount of waste 

produced.  Considering the fact that environmental indicators have shown an increase in 

amount of waste sent to waste facilities, the number of cars registered, the number of 

kilometres travelled in automobile, and energy consumption (Poitras, 2009). 

It could be said that, sustainable development should be regarded as a process of 

reconciliation of three imperatives: (i) the ecological imperative to live within global 

biophysical carrying capacity and maintain biodiversity (ii) the social imperative to ensure the 

development of democratic systems of governance to effectively propagate and sustain the 

values that people wish to live by; and (iii) the economic imperative to ensure that basic needs 

are met worldwide.  (Dale & Newman, 2009). 

Regulation of land use and phenomenon of urbanization help ensure a cohesive, integrated 

and socially sustainable community.  These will lead to proper delivery of public services to 

different strata of the population and the effective respect for constitutional rights (Olivier, 

2012). 

Planning options should create solutions of positive discrimination in favour of disadvantaged 

groups, presenting themselves as socially and environmentally fair options. Planning solutions 

that burden only minority or disadvantaged social groups should be discouraged, while the 

development of urban policies aimed at creating and improving employment in 

neighbourhoods. 
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Housing needs are not the only ones that must be taken into account in the process of 

territorial planning.  If one wants to present it as socially sustainable, it is also necessary that 

other needs of the population are considered. (Oliviera, 2012). 

Compact city policy leads to less car dependency, low emissions, reduced energy 

consumption, better public transport services, increased overall accessibility and the re-use of 

infrastructure (Howley, 2010). 

However, while compact urban development provides substantial benefits and can contribute 

towards sustainable urban development, it is unclear whether the benefits outweigh perceived 

negative effects, such as congestion and pollution on quality of life (Jenks et al. 2000; De Roo 

& Miller, 2000) cited in Howley, 2010). There are many other components to compact city 

policies, these include: a street network circulation design that will utilize shorter street 

lengths in a grid-like pattern to promote better traffic flow; greater mixture of land uses that 

will reduce the number of vehicle miles travelled; the provision of a variety of transportation 

choices and walkable neighbourhoods (Sherlock 1990; Duanny & Plater-Zyberk, 1992; Van 

& Seniar, 2000; Knapp & Talen, 2005; Song, 2005 cited in Howley, 2010). 

Hopes for sustainable urban futures rest on the belief that higher residential densities can 

reduce travel demand, provide benefits in terms of resource efficiency, regenerate urban areas, 

and at the same time result in liveable communities.  Further increases in residential densities 

are now a policy objective that is being rigorously pursed both nationally and internationally 

as a necessary condition for sustainable development. 

In promoting sustainable development, it is not just a question of building more high-density 

housing, but of equal importance is creating attractive residential housing and neighbourhoods 

that are suitable throughout all stages of an individual’s life-cycle. (Howley, 2010). For a city 
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to be sustainable, population and functions must be concentrated at higher densities, but for a 

city to be liveable, functions and population must be dispersed at lower densities. 

Many residents express the desire to reside in lower-density locations in order to get access to 

areas with better housing, a cleaner environment and more open space.  Yet, these same 

qualities are not exclusive to lower-density areas as they exist in abundance in dense cities.  

(Howley, 2010). For a community to be seen as sustainable, it must offer good public 

transport, schools, hospitals, and shops. Public health professionals increasingly should 

advocate mixed use neighbourhood in the interest of economic and human health. (Beig, 

2011). 

Access to affordable housing in a quality environment, an improved traffic environment. 

Mixed-use development is also part of a strategy to create sustainable environments where 

work, living, retail, and leisure areas are physically connected, therefore, making walking and 

cycling efficient transportation modes. Addition of greenery to the area will tackle urban heat 

islands. 

A compact city characterized by a mixed-use environment where heritage is well preserved 

and small specialty stores and leisure amenities abound is favoured over the automobile-

oriented sprawling metropolis.  (Poitras, 2009). Many European countries promote the 

concept of compact city on the basis of environmental arguments (Carty & Ahern, 2010). 

Reserved parking spots for a car sharing company will entice some residents to live without 

owning a car.  Poitras (2009). Existence of greenways has a lot of environmental benefits, in 

terms of environmental quality and recreational activities.  These are becoming increasingly 

popular in urban areas. (Kurdoglu, Yalcinalp and Var, 2010). Planning for high density has 

two main goals in the context of transport energy consumption; firstly by reducing trip length 

and total mobility by concentrating residential, employment and services areas and secondly 
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by changing the model split to reduce the share of the private vehicle use in relation to public 

transportation, walking and cycling (Carty & Ahern, 2010). 

Urban form characteristics such as density, mixed-use development, proximity to public 

transport and distance from urban centres have a role to play in promoting more sustainable 

development (Carty & Ahern, 2010). 

Mixed land used is likely to reduce trip length and change the distribution of trips during the 

day and therefore reduce energy consumption.  The mixed land use settlement pattern is 

characterized by high connectivity of roads, pavements and lanes supporting pedestrians as 

well as cyclists (Cerveno, 1996 cited in Carty and Ahern, 2010). Urban change is favoured by 

supporting social mix through the attraction of middle-class residents to inner city 

neighbourhoods.  (Poitras, 2009). 

2.4 HOUSING SUSTAINABILITY 

Housing and infrastructure are essential human needs; it is known to be one of the most 

noticeable sources of pollution, energy consumption, land use and waste generation (Claes et 

al 2012). 

Housing is the key element in the generation of economic growth and development.  The state 

of housing has strong positive impact on the growth and development of society.  The success 

of housing policy, is a way is a reflection of success realized in other facet of the society 

(Abdullahi et al, 2011). 

Housing system is a complex agglomeration of systems and subsystems, including builders, 

developers, contractors, consumers, manufacturers and so on, while stakeholders within the 

system are developers, builders and consumers (Crabtree & Hes, 2009). 
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Housing provides a vehicle which can aid elements of community, through creating 

sustainable communities in a resource efficient manner.  Sustainability housing therefore 

involves more than simply technical efficiency, bringing physical, social and cultural feature 

into one agenda (Marsh, 2010). 

In the third world countries housing problems are one of the most important issues… Green 

housing means a healthy housing that use less energy and resources, while green building is 

the process of design and construction of buildings and infrastructure, using methods and 

materials development and provision of living environments healthy for humans, and also to 

minimize the use of energy and the negative effects on ecosystems at global, regional and 

local levels (Mohammed & Darus, 2011). 

Building owners, designers and builders face a challenge to meet the demands on new and 

renovated facilities that are safe, healthy and productive while minimizing their impact on the 

environment (hnttp://buildinggreen,com) cited in (Mohammed & Darus, 2011). Design 

decisions taken during the early phases of the design processes play an important role in 

ensuring concern for the sustainability issue. (Bala, 2010). 

The largest portion of the world’s total energy consumption is spent on heating, cooling and 

lighting in buildings (Edwards 1999, WCED 1987). An architect’s first design decisions are 

the most important parameters in determining the energy consumption in buildings.  In other 

words, sustainable architecture is not an approach or an attitude it is simply architecture itself.  

There is also need to create a sustainable architectural consciousness within students who will 

be the next generation of architects.  Sustainable design must be a part of an architectural 

educational programme and that architectural education must be based on a sustainable world 

view approach. 
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Since sustainability as a philosophy is becoming more and more apparent in many fields of 

human activity, the creation of new and significantly different lifestyles must be continually 

assessed and subsequently implemented into the heart of architectural design sustainability. 

(Bala, 2010). 

It is equally an important component to work as a team in designing architecture and 

additionally in sustainable architecture.  A multidisciplinary approach allows team members 

to share expertise. In the process of making designs, the placement and design of sharing 

devices and facades are such that should enhance sustainability together with other elements 

used for sustainability like cross ventilation, and systems for collecting rainwater. 

A very important point to note is that, timber housing construction emits less Co2 than 

reinforced-concrete housing, from the production of cement as it uses calcium carbonate as a 

raw material.  Changing of the structural materials from reinforced-concrete to timber will 

reduce their Co2 emission.  The idea of using timber for housing construction may be able to 

satisfy the housing demands and achieve a reduction in Co2 emissions, it is important to 

ensure sustainable timber usage without eroding the forest as a future resource. (Fujita, 

Matsumoto and Song, 2009). 

Approach of simply designating some subset of units as social housing is insufficient. (Dale 

& Newman, 2009). 

2.5 ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY 

Various groups have different definitions and explanations for Environmental Sustainability. 

Township of Langely (2017), defines it as “the rate of renewable resource harvest, pollution 

creation, and non-renewable resources depletion that can be continued indefinitely”; Financial 

Times (2017) defines it as “a state in which the demands placed on the environment can be 

met without reducing its capacity to allow all people to live well, now and in the future” ; 
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Green Innovations (2017) defines it as “the ability to maintain the qualities that are valued in 

the physical environment” 

Conserve Energy Future (2017) however opines that, Environmental sustainability and 

sustainable development may appear similar, but that, they are not the same. According to this 

group, Environmental sustainability is focussed on the conservation of natural resources and 

the development of sources of power that will have less harmful effect to the environment. 

While sustainable development is the approach through which developments of projects are 

done to mitigate their impact on the environment.   

It is generally accepted that, for an environment to be sustainable, the perception of end-users 

plays a major role on planning and policy formulation (Valentina et al, 2009). Changes in the 

way people behave or respond can also improve the environment significantly. 

 

2.6 SOCIO-ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY 

Since the availability and scarcity of materials is of great concern in social sciences, 

sustainability has become a natural topic of study for economists. And also in its endless drive 

for materialism, the world has gone the wrong direction. Habitable future becomes 

impossible, except the demand by human beings change, through a re-think on attitudes 

towards nature, as well as, the world view of economic progress and development. The 

ecosystems are meant to be protected and not just for the pleasure of people. Nature has a 

right to be unmolested, just as human organisations establish human rights, to maintain 

unmolested existence. (Williams & Millington, 2004).     

The natural resources have been subjected to pressure, because of economic growth and 

increase in need for welfare. This is due to the use of technological, social and economic 

solutions that has a long term unsustainable consequences, yet are not adaptable to the real 
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needs of countries, especially the developing ones (Claes et al, 2012). This development that 

is often linked with the destruction of natural resources is a familiar occurrence, all over the 

world, including Nigeria. That is, as the producer of a certain goods satisfies a need with a 

good, while doing this, also poisons the society with that good. Such producer has not 

satisfied any need in its practical sense, as he has taken back what has been given, through 

unsustainable practices (Rattzsch, 2012). This practice is perceived as a high rate of 

exhaustion, in which the social cost of losing the resource outweighs the social benefit it 

yields over the period of use. So, we are to leave an undiminished stock of natural reserves for 

generations to come, as the depletion of these cannot be recovered at the present state of 

scientific knowledge (Kuhlman & Farrington, 2010). 

 Approach to creating a sustainable society requires changes in behaviour (Frame & Vale, 

2006). Humankind as always been seen as the only source of value; and nature as just a raw 

material, to be used to satisfy people. This attitude of dominance over nature should generally 

be contested. Nature is meant to be understood, for it to be controlled and managed for the 

benefit of all. These behavioural changes should include, a change from a human-centred 

worldview of the earth, a de-emphasis on growth-oriented approach to economic 

development, a consideration given to the need for change in people’s demands on the earth 

and, a turn-around on the thinking that nature is a collection of natural resources that are 

meant to be subdued by human beings. There is also, an urgent need to re-define wealth as 

well-being (Williams & Millington, 2004).  

Meanwhile, the definition of sustainable development, as coined in Bruntland report, as the 

one that meets the present needs without compromising the ability of future generations to 

meet their own needs, was placed on the impact of economic development and conservation 

of natural resources (Oliviera, 2012). Viewing this in another angle, according to Kuhlman & 

Farrington (2010), socio-economic aspects are about the swell being of the current generation, 
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while the environmental ones are about taking care of the future. It makes the socio-economic 

aspect more important than the environmental factors. This then, is at variance with the 

Brundtland report that disagrees with development taking place at the expense future 

generations. Though they believe that, the future should consider the cultural, infrastructural, 

technological and institutional aspects. 

Economic, environmental and social dimensions, are all embodied in sustainable development 

(Shen, Wu and Zhang, 2011), but, the major case which comes to mind when thinking of 

sustainability is the sustainability of an economy or a form of economic development.  

Sustainable development is often used as shorthand for sustainable economic development, 

but sustainability belongs to the concept of economy, and it has always been part of the idea 

of an economy, though, other things however, other than economic development may also be 

called sustainability, but the economic aspect of sustainability is very vital, in that, what 

comes to mind when thinking of sustainability is the sustainability of an economy.  It is 

important to know that an economy can be sustainable, before knowing what it takes to have 

an economy, as it is also possible to have an economy without that economy being sustainable 

(Raatzsch, 2012). 

Environmental sustainability is closely tied to different social classes and cultural groups, as it 

encourages co-existence of the different classes, and equally promotes a greater richness of 

the social fabric, and also strengthens its cohesion (Oliviera, 2012). 

Economic sustainability puts to check the administration of economic life, in order to limit 

dysfunctions in the economy, like crisis, unemployment and inflation, which in the process 

harmonises the economic growth with evolution of social issues. It makes economic growth 

real, through keeping the jobs, with the possibility that, future generations could meet their 

own needs.  (Bacescu-carbunaru, 2010). It also focuses on a planned accumulation and 

distribution of intangible assets, that increases constantly, and the prudent management of 
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risks and opportunities. Sustainability is equally viewed as the only option for most 

enterprises, being the key question for long-term survival (Nurmet & Seire, 2011). 

Due to economic and social development of sustainable development, enterprises and 

organizations in the residential trade and industry, are held to practice sustainable business 

strategies.  Key players in this area are commercial enterprises in the housing industry. 

(Macion, 2010). 

For an activity to be socially sustainable, it must maintain or enhance the current social 

structures and values, as there are social limitations to human existence in the same way as 

there are ecological limitations (Chies, 2003) cited in (Ancell & Thompson-Fawcett, 

2008).Any developments that cause an infringement of establishment social values and norms 

would, therefore, be considered to be socially unsustainable (Ancell & Fawcett, 2008). 

 

Business activities of multinational corporations have a detrimental impact on natural 

systems. This results in an increase in pollution, toxic waste, and global climate change, 

which eventually lead to destruction of Earth’s life-support systems, despite the perceived 

notion that corporations have a responsibility for the environment and must conduct their 

business as stewards of the environment by operating in a manner that protects the earth, so as 

not to compromise the ability of future generations to sustain themselves (Edwards, 2010). 

However, if the producer of a good satisfies a need with that good, and in the process of doing 

this, we are poisoned with that same good, will that amount to a “need satisfaction?” , since 

economic sustainability is meant to be the paradigm of an economy, and its normal form, as a 

proper economy is a sustainable one (Raatzsch, 2012). 
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Social, cultural and economic aspects of sustainability need to be given greater recognition.  

Social practices that lead to continued environmental and social degradation does not lead to 

overall sustainability (Ancell & Thompson-fawcett, 2008). 

Local winners and their families are increasingly being priced out of the countryside, 

threatening the economic viability of moral enterprises and the goal of a living working 

neighbourhood.  (Taylor Review, 2008) cited in Champion, 2009). “A sustainable place is one 

in which a balance of employment, housing, and social faculties are present and available to a 

range of socio-economic groups.  It is populated by sustainable citizens who are politically, 

socially and economically active and self-reliant.  (Gtasgow Economic Forum, 2003) cited in 

(Mclntyre & Mckee, 2008). To be socially sustainable, there is a need for equitable 

distribution of resources and assets, harmonious social relations and acceptable quality of life 

(Chie, 2003) cited in (Ancell & Thompson-Fawcett, 2008). Poorer neighbourhoods are 

unstable because they lack owner occupiers, that is, the physical and social fabric  of these 

neighbourhoods decline because home owners are missing (Mclntyre & Mckee, 2008). 

 

As socio-economic equity should be a pre-condition of sustainability, the poor are being at 

disadvantaged in the implementation of housing policies in developing countries. (Abdullahi  

et al, 2011).  Chogwill (2007) submitted that, labelling a housing policy sustainable is a 

necessary guide to attainment of its objective.  But without significant improvement of the 

housing of the poor, is pointless.  In assessing any country’s housing policy and sustainability, 

two fundamental questions must be addressed. First, is whether the housing policy addresses 

the needs of the poor, as it requires prioritizing the poor as the central principle of the policy.  

Second, is whether the socio-economic structure of the country enhances the poor. This 

requires that the privatization and liberation of the supply of housing should not exclude the 

poor. 
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Ungentrified neighbourhoods are an attraction to the low income class, because they offer 

inexpensive housing and community services, as gentrification and rent increase are linked.  

Social displacement is also seen as one of the ill-effects of gentrification.  (Poitras, 2009). 

Gentrification leads to rent increase (Poitras 2009). Gentrification, taken in a broad sense 

means, the creation of space for more affluent users (Mclyntyre & Mckee, 2008). Some of the 

positive impacts of gentrification include increased property values, as well as critical 

reduction in sprawl; gentrification restores and upgrades housing stock, improves aesthetic 

appeal, and increases community safety.  Negatives include resentment, decreased social 

diversity, and increased housing costs (Atkinson, 2004, cited in Dale & Newman, 2009). 

Economically, disadvantaged groups can be pushed to the edges of a city region, where they 

can no longer access public transit and needed services, and in fact, greater concentration of 

similar populations can lead to more protracted urban social problems. (Dale & Newman, 

2009). 

Caution is needed when we assume that sustainable development projects will be respectful of 

equity, issues and naturally lead to meeting social imperatives that integrate both equity and 

liveability concerns through affordability.  In fact, we argue that there may be an inverse 

relationship: greening of neighbourhoods can increase desirability and thus spur gentrification 

that drives up housing prices, making these developments increasingly less affordable.  (Dale 

& Newman, 2009). 

It is perceived that, brownfield developments would seem to be likely sites for enhancing the 

social imperative of sustainable development as they are in effect taking urban voids and 

turning them into mixes of appealing public and private spaces. 
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Community involvement should be highly valued from the beginning; the general attitude 

should be to explore issues until a solution evolved, that everybody could accept.  (Dale & 

Newman, 2009). 

Economic needs of people include access to an adequate livelihood or productive assets, and 

one of the approaches to sustainability is freedom to participate in national and local politics 

and in decisions regarding management and development of one’s home and neighbourhood, 

within a broader framework which ensures respect for civic and political rights and the 

implementation of environmental legislations.   

Sustainable development could also imply minimizing the waste of cultural, historic and 

natural assets within cities that are irreplaceable and thus, non-renewable, such as historic 

artefacts.  (Satterthwaite 1999 cited in Ercan 2010). Both social and cultural issues are 

essential to environmental concerns.  So long as there are people living in poverty there will 

be on-going people living in poverty there will be on-going Eco systematic decline.   Poverty 

is not only lack of economic opportunities but also lack of educational, meaning making, and 

culturally enriching opportunities.  For example, a forest used by an indigenous community to 

obtain fire-wood for their survival cannot be protected unless we find alternative ways of 

supporting its human community. 

A forest can be sustainably managed.  The wood gathered could be transformed by the 

community into valuable products that celebrate the culture and identity of the people rather 

than being sold as fire wood for export.  There are many herbs and mushrooms that can also 

be sustainably harvested. Economic growth without due coordination for socio-cultural and 

planetary well-being is a trap. 

We need to create organizational ecologies of new ways of working, learning and living that 

embody social, cultural and environmental integrity (Alkon 2008). Heritage preservation and 
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the rehabilitation of significant buildings and sites are used as a tool for managing change.  

These involve the adaptive reuse of building and sites that have a long history within their 

neighbourhood. For communities, urban sustainability must above all pursue a goal of social 

justice by defending the basic right to decent housing. Mixed-use development is part of a 

strategy to create sustainable environments, where work, living, retail and leisure areas are 

physically connected, therefore, making walking and cycling efficient transportation modes.  

Also, preserving existing jobs and adding new ones, creating a thriving retails corridor, and 

offering more services are goals that can contribute to a sustainable urban model. Urban 

sustainability as a planning ideal is related to standards offered by policy-makers and 

developers.  The principle of social equity or justice should be address by these actors.  

(Poitras, 2009). 

There are two essential components for designing a traditional city.  The first is to have the 

ideas if improving the city for everyday life in order to state the critical values in the function 

of the city.  The second is to refer to cultural ideas that are important to respect the ideas in 

the form of the landscape.  So as to, translate the cultural ideas of the city into an operational 

interface for sustainable design. (Lin & Lee, 2010). 

 

Vision for creating an urban environment promoting heritage conservation and interpretation 

of public spaces, economic security, housing affordability and a community role in planning 

decisions generate a liveable city. Economic development through investments in the real 

estate sector have become an enhancement for neighbourhood transformation (Poitras, 2009). 

The trouble with social sustainability is that it is hard to measure, and certainly compared with 

the many indicators of ecological and economic community development, the social remains 

frustratingly abstract. (Dale & Newman, 2009) 
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If sustainable community development is to address the social imperative, sustainable 

community development projects will have to actively plan how to keep such communities 

accessible to a diverse range of income groups, professions, and retailers. A sustainable 

development paradigm that addresses the social imperative of sustainable community 

development in the form of equity and liveability should not be building sustainable 

neighbourhoods for only the higher-income subsection of the population either passively or 

actively through the displacement of lower-income families. Sustainable development, if it is 

actually to be sustainable, should not be for some, but for all. A city, like a people, shall be 

judged by how it treats its most vulnerable members.  (Dale & Newman, 2009). Promotion of 

public participation in environmentally and territorial relevant procedures are important 

dimensions to the principle of sustainability (Oliviera 2012). 

The notion of improving buildings’ functions appear at the core of sustainable efficiency, 

though it curbs recognition of the housing environment and the presence of its social values. 

(Rees, 2011, Capello & Nijkamp 2002 cited in Abdullahi, et al, 2011). 

 

Housing satisfaction plays a crucial role in overall quality of life and the residential decisions 

of consumers (Howley 2010). Concerns of dwellers in neighbourhoods are of great 

importance as sometimes complaints of tenants about a lack of social facilities in a locality 

could result in the establishment of new social businesses (Mclntyre & Mckee, 2008). The 

home constitutes physical, social, cultural and psychological space which, on one hand, 

shapes our behaviours and on the other, helps to form our perspective on the world (Daly & 

Daly, 1996 cited in Marsh, 2010). 

By investing in undervalued urban areas, real estate promoters have also become key partners 

in the revitalization process to overcome economic disinvestment.  (Poitras 2009). 
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2.7 ESTABLISHED GLOBAL SUSTAINABILITY RELATED INDICATORS 

2.6.1. UK Sustainable Development Indicators (UK Government indicators 2007) 

In a bid to setting the goal for sustainable development, that makes people satisfy their basic 

needs and also enjoy a better quality of life, without a compromise to the life of future 

generations, the UK government launched a sustainable development strategy. Indicators 

were outlined through this strategy, as summarised below. These indicators are created as 

useful and accessible references, to help simplify the challenges of sustainable development 

and to encourage others towards finding more indicators (UK Government Strategy indicators 

2007) 

1. Demography 

The documentation of human population, with emphasis on age, growth, density, 

distribution; population of both employed and unemployed, population of those living 

in low, medium and high income households, with their ages. 

2. Gas Emissions 

This covers the emission of carbon dioxide as a greenhouse gas, and others within the 

category. It also considers the means through which these gases are emitted into the 

atmosphere, such as electricity generation, transportation, fuel storage, household 

energy consumption, smoking and manufacturing. 

3. Resource Use 

Material consumed in the process of extraction, construction and water usage. 

4. Waste production 
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Wastes produced by households, commerce and industry (including construction and 

demolition and municipal waste. 

5. Land use 

Areas covered with grass, forest, water, buildings (new, renovated and concerted) 

6. Flooding 

Likelihood of flooding occurring. 

7. Community Participation 

Rate of participation and awareness of community dwellers, on environmental issues. 

8. Education 

Level of formal education and level of education on environmental issues. 

9. Mobility 

Mode of transportation, frequency of movement and distance covered. 

10. Social Justice 

Social agreement with the coordinating authorities on environmental and 

neighbourhood sustainability issues, existing environmental conditions. 

 

Sustainability Indicators of UK Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 

with their relevance as stated in Local Quality of life counts (2000).  

1. Energy Use 
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Allows for the monitoring of the use of energy, as this has a widespread environmental 

impact, especially in the areas of carbon dioxide release into the atmosphere.  

2. Domestic Water use 

Water as a renewable resource has bounds to availability. Reduction in rainfall 

sometimes affects availability and the pattern of use for the available affects 

continuous availability. This cumulatively affects the neighbourhoods and the entire 

habitat. 

3. Household Waste arising 

Identification of types of waste produced, management of the wastes, pattern of 

transportation of the wastes, impacts on the environment, levels of reuse, recycling 

and energy recovery. 

4. Recycling of Household Waste 

Amount of waste produced points to the quantity of resources consumed. Level of 

recycling shows the level of reduction in environmental impact through waste 

disposal. 

5. Air pollution 

A need to control air pollution in order to reduce risks of harm to human health, the 

natural environment and quality of life. 

6. Sourcing of water from rivers of good and fair quality 

The importance of rivers stressed, being a major source of water used for drinking and 

by industry, and also for its support for a variety of wildlife and recreation. 
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7. Change in natural and semi-natural habitats 

A need to conserve the wide variety of wildlife species and habitats, for the sake of 

our surroundings and our quality of life.  

8. Changes in population of selected characteristic species 

A need to put a value on wildlife, as an integral part of our surroundings and quality of 

life, for the benefit of future generations. 

9. Mortality Rate by cause 

Improving people’s health as a major sustainable development objective, through 

making sure that, there is better health for everyone – starting from the less affluent to 

the more affluent men and women of the society. 

10. Qualifications of young people 

Educational qualifications provide people with skills to make a positive contribution to 

the economy and the society; these have a wider effect on active participation and 

positive social involvement. 

11. Adult Education 

Adult education contributes to a broader sense of well-being. As nature of work 

changes, people update their skills and become adaptable, to a more positive society. 

12. Homes judged unfit to live in 

Poor quality housing leads to health and problems; this makes the issue of housing an 

important one for quality of life. 

13. Homelessness 
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Lark of accommodation can lead to uncertainty and instability, which may influence 

attitudes to environmental development, as housing is a key component of a decent 

quality of life. 

14. Access to key services 

Communities need access to key services, like medical care, as it is a disadvantage, 

especially to the poor, the ill and the elderly, if these facilities are less accessible. 

15. Travel to work 

A need to encourage people to walk, cycle or use public transport more that their 

private vehicles, and also to reduce the having to travel, through better land use 

planning. 

16. How school children travel to school 

To reduce road traffic, congestion and air pollution, and also to improve children’s 

health; there is a need to switch school journeys from car to walking, cycling or 

through public buses.  

17. Overall traffic volumes 

There is a need to strike a balance between the role of transportation as allowing 

people to travel to where they are going and helping economic progress, while the 

environment needs to be protected and the quality of life needs an improvement at the 

same time. Traffic growth has been associated with economic growth in the past, but 

the volume of traffic usually leads to congestion, noise and air pollution which 

contributes to greenhouse gas emissions that cause climate change. 

18. New homes built on previously developed land (including conversions) 
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Fresh development within existing neighbourhoods, contributes to the renewal of 

communities and makes people to live near to shops and employment, this reduces the 

need to travel. Reuse of lands is also important for the protection of the green belt and 

suburbs. 

19. Public concern over noise 

Noise has negative effect on life. Excessive noise can cause annoyance and stress, 

which may lead to negative attitude. 

20. Crime 

Crime imposes economic costs, leads to social exclusion, and can hasten the 

environmental decline of neighbourhoods. It is capable of making people become 

reluctant to walk or use public transport.  

21. Fear of crime 

Fear of crime can have a negative effect on behaviour, due to the anxiety it causes, 

which also affects people’s quality of life. It makes people become reluctant to walk or 

public transport. 

22. Social participation 

Public involvement helps the sustainability of a community. Voluntary activities 

promote social inclusion and unity towards a common positive purpose. 

23. Community well being 

This is an important feature of sustainable neighbourhoods, as it covers the general 

sense of satisfaction. 
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24. Tenant satisfaction/participation 

As a general drive towards sustainable communities, there is need to encourage an all-

inclusive participation. 

25. Employment/Unemployment 

Unemployment leads to deprivation and social exclusion, which makes it also a waste 

of human resources. The higher the rate of unemployment, the higher its negative 

effects on sustainability.  

26. Benefit recipients 

This about ensuring that there is a better quality of life for everyone, by addressing the 

problems of poverty and social exclusion, towards building sustainable communities 

that will be free of crime, poor health and degraded surroundings. 

27. Business start-ups 

This is to make everyone benefit from economic growth, which can lead to a positive 

approach to environmental issues. 

28. Companies and Environmental Management Systems 

Companies have a role in helping to protect the environment through good 

management practices. 

29. Social and community enterprises 

Provision of local services that bring people together, through which sustainability 

issues can be addressed. 
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2.6.2 The third edition of United Nations set of indicators for Sustainable Development 

(www.un.org, 2014) 

1. Poverty 

This document opined that income inequality, sanitation, access to drinking water, 

access to energy and other living conditions are responsible for poverty or vice-

versa. It stated the proportion of population living below national poverty line, 

ratio of share in national income, proportion of population using improved 

sanitation facility, proportion of population with access to drinking water, 

households without electricity or other modern energy services and proportion of 

urban population living in slums as core indicators. 

2. Governance 

The document breaks this down into Corruption and Crime. It sets percentage of 

population being paid bribes and the number of international homicides per 

100,000 population as core indicators.  

3. Health 

This is broken down into Mortality, Health Care Delivery, Nutritional and Health 

Status. Life expectancy, percentage of population with access to primary health 

care facilities and the morbidity of diseases like HIV/AIDS, malaria and 

tuberculosis is set as core indicators. 

4. Education 

The core indicator for this is taken to be the net enrolment rate in primary 

education, adult secondary/tertiary schooling attainment and adult literacy rate. 

5. Atmosphere 

http://www.un.org/
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This is in the aspect of air quality, with ambient concentration of air pollutants in 

urban areas as core indicator. 

6. Land 

This is in the areas of land use, desertification and agriculture. The core indicators 

are arable and permanent cropland area, and the proportion of land area covered by 

forests. 

7. Freshwater 

This is considered in terms of quantity and quality of water. The core areas are the 

proportion of total water resources used, water use intensity by economic activity, 

and the presence of faecal coliforms in fresh water. 

8. Consumption and production patterns 

This covers the areas of, material consumption, energy use, waste generation and 

management, and transportation. The core indicators are; material intensity of the 

economy, annual energy consumption, waste treatment and disposal and modal 

split of passenger transportation.  

2.6.3. CIDA’s framework for sustainable development Indicators (Hodge 1997) 

This framework has major themes, with several subthemes embedded into them. 

1. Environmental Sustainability 

The subthemes embedded into this are; ecosystem integrity, Biological 

diversity and population. 

2. Economic Sustainability 
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The subthemes are; appropriate economic policies, efficient resource use, more 

equitable access to resources including gender equity, increasing productive 

capacity of the poor. 

3. Social Sustainability 

The subthemes are; improved income distribution, gender quality, investing in 

basic health and education, emphasizing participation of the beneficiaries. 

4. Cultural Sustainability 

The subthemes are; sensitivity to cultural factors, recognition of values that are 

conducive to development. 

2.6.4. Indicators on Perceptions on Sustainable housing and the Factors that affect its 

sustainability.  

According to Huong & Soebarto (2003), the perception of stakeholders in the building 

industry are embedded into several areas, within economic, social-cultural and environmental 

perspectives, these are listed below: 

1. Harmony with the environment 

2. Environment protection 

3. Infrastructure 

4. Energy saving 

5. Durability 

6. Resource conservation 

7. Affordability 

8. Business opportunity 

9. Fulfilment of economic requirements 

10. Beauty 
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11. Good design 

12. Convenience of users 

13. Fulfilment of social requirements 

14. Ownership 

15. Type of house 

16. Relationship with neighbour 

17. Appliances 

18. Safety 

19. Location 

Furtherance to this submission, the following points were also highlighted, as factors that 

affect the sustainability of housing: 

1. Respect to site 

2. Environmental protection 

3. Management improvement 

4. Infrastructure 

5. Type of house 

6. Increase in green area 

7. Density 

8. Waste management 

9. Energy efficiency 

10. Durability 

11. Resource conservation 

12. Affordability 

13. Good design 

14. Social requirements 
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15. Increase in standard 

16. Service facilities 

2.8 NEIGHBOURHOOD SUSTAINABILITY ASSESSMENT 

Several assessment tools have been developed within the past years, with the aim of achieving 

global environmental sustainability. This development is to ascertain the effectiveness of the 

growing neighbourhoods and residential buildings. 

These neighbourhoods and buildings sustainability assessment tools include; Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEEDS), Building Research Establishment 

Environmental Assessment Methodology (BREEAM), Comprehensive Assessment System 

for Built Environment Efficiency (CASBEE), Ecocity, Norwegian Green Building Council, 

Sweden Green Building Council and Dutch Green Building Council. 

The efficiency of these assessment tools have been subjected to analysis by various 

researchers. They have in some cases been found valuable in gathering information on the 

sustainability of neighbourhoods in terms of how these neighbourhoods relate with the larger 

communities where they are situated. They are believed not to have contributed to policy 

formulation (Sharifi, 2013). Stakeholders are however encouraged to evaluate policies with 

regard to sustainable principles through community participation (Roseland, 2012). It is also 

observed by Bird (2015) that, economy, knowledge, health, education and culture play a vital 

role in the sustainability of neighbourhoods. These roles affect the behaviour of residents, as 

their current behaviour will have an impact on their future approach, with consequences on 

the sustainability of the neighbourhoods (Khansas et al, 2014). 

However, Sharifi (2013) concludes that there is no neighbourhood sustainability assessment 

method that could be regarded as adequate, as these tools do not cover the social, economic, 

and Institutional aspects, and there are shortcomings in the ratings, due to the absence of 
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residents’ participation and non-local adaptation. This is in consonance with the submission 

of Amole (2012) that studies in housing and residential buildings should focus more on 

residents’ attitudes and preferences. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3.0. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This chapter indicates the various steps taken to collect and analyse the relevant data for the 

study. It highlights the research design, research area, population of the study, data collection 

procedure and instrument, sampling technique, sample size and statistical methods.   

Organizational sustainability is generally characterized by large amount of multicomponent 

indicators and indicator values (Navickas & Navickiene, 2011). The community should be 

involved in indicator selection so that indicators reflect what is important to people (Ancell & 

Thompson-Fawcett, 2008). Background variable such as age and ethnicity as well as design 

elements of the dwelling unit is also a significant predictor of overall housing satisfaction in 

this study (Howley, 2010). Quantitative indicators which are simple scale-measures that 

provide information about aspects of environmental, social, cultural or economic factors are 

taken into consideration along with others (Frame & Vale, 2006). 

3.1. RESEARCH DESIGN 

Case Study and Survey research has been adopted for this research. Gathering of data is done 

through structured questionnaire which is based on indicators for Sustainable Development as 

reviewed within the body of the literature. Questionnaires were evenly distributed based on 

the number of residential buildings per street. An unbiased representation of the respondents’ 

view and assessment in the study area will be achieved. 

3.2. NATURE AND SOURCES OF DATA 

The data was obtained through structured questionnaire under 3 classified groups, namely; 

High Density, Medium Density and Low Density. This is according to the relevance of each 

of the indicators, to Residential Neighbourhoods and Buildings. These existing indicators will 
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form the basis of assessment of the sustainability of the study area, which will be determined, 

through analysis of quantitative data. 

3.3. RESEARCH POPULATION 

The total number of residential buildings in Ikeja is 25,313, and number of polling units 350 

(Independent National Electoral Commission, 2000). This gives an approximate 72 buildings 

per polling unit. When applied to these three contiguous wards, by working out the number of 

buildings in each ward through the application of the ratio of polling units per ward, 

considering that, the number of polling units was determined, by the number of residential 

buildings in each of the ward, the figures are as shown in table 3.  

This gives a population of 7,953 buildings, as the basis for sampling 

3.4. STUDY AREA 

The case study approach was adopted for the study. The specific case selected was Ikeja. 

Lagos State, where Ikeja is situated, was created on the 27
th

 of May, 1967, through States 

Creation and Transitional Provision Decree No 14 of 1967. Before this time, Lagos 

municipality was administered as a Federal Territory by the Federal Government. The State 

took off fully as an administrative entity on the 11
th

 of April, 1968. It is the 6
th

 largest city in 

the world, with the smallest landmass in Africa. It is West Africa’s most resourceful single 

trading market with highest concentration of people, and it is projected to be the 3
rd

 largest 

urban conurbation in the world in the year 2015. It has an area of 358,861 hectares or 

3,577sq.km. (Abe, 2010, pp. 15-17). 

Lagos is located on the Atlantic coast in southern Nigeria; it became the capital of southern 

Nigeria in year 1906, and later became the capital of Nigeria after the combined protectorate 

of Nigeria was formed in 1914. It became a melting pot, through its being the terminus of 

roads and rail lines leading to all parts of the country and it is the site of Nigeria’s main 
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international airport. The political and economic situation in recent years attracts more 

Nigerians to metropolitan Lagos to seek employment, a situation which has led to a constant 

increase in its population (Appiah & Gates, 1999).  

Although Lagos state, in terms of area, is the smallest state in Nigeria, of which 75,755 

hectares of its area are wetlands, yet it has the highest population, which is over five per cent 

of the national estimate. Of this population, Metropolitan Lagos, an area covering 37% of the 

land area is home to over 85% of the State population. 

The rate of population growth is about 600,000 per annum with a population density of about 

4,193 persons per sq. km. In the built-up areas of Metropolitan Lagos, the average density is 

over 20,000 persons per square km. Current demographic trend analysis revealed that the 

State population is growing ten times faster than New York and Los Angeles with grave 

implication for urban sustainability. (Lagos State Bureau of Statistics, 2005). 

Lagos has a diverse and fast-growing population, resulting from migration to the city from all 

parts of Nigeria and neighbouring countries. This is the only urban settlement in the UN list 

of 30 largest urban settings in the world (Cohen 2004). In 1992, Lagos had an estimated 

population of about 1,347,000. The population of its metropolitan area was about 10.1 million 

in 2003. The United Nations predicts that, the city’s metropolitan area, which had only about 

290,000 inhabitants in 1950, will exceed 20 million by 2010, making Lagos one of the 

world’s five largest cities (Microsoft Encarta, 2009). 
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Figure 21. Map of Nigerian, showing the location of Lagos State Source: 

http://www.google.com.ng (2013) 

 

 
Figure 22. Map of Lagos State, showing Metropolitan Lagos in red highlight. Source: 

www.google.com (2015) 

 

 

Ikeja, the study location, is the capital of Lagos State of Nigeria.  This city was pronounced 

the capital in 1976.  This area has economic, social and material potentials, it also has its 
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environmental and physical challenges.  Ikeja covers 5,630 hectares of land area (table 3…) 

which accounts for 1.57% of the state’s total area.  It however accommodates 3.45% of the 

population, which is a total of 533, 237 (table 3.2).  It is projected to become 1,062,833 in 

2020 (table 3.3). Lagos state house survey 2010, takes the population of Ikeja to be 735, 828.  

It is documented that, 85% of the buildable space in Ikeja has already been utilized. 

 

Figure 23. Map of Lagos State, showing sixteen of the existing twenty Local Governments in 

Metropolitan Lagos; Ikeja Local government in red highlight. 

Source: http://www.google.com.ng (2015) 

(Ministry of Physical Planning & Urban Development 2009). 

For ease of administration and political monitoring, Ikeja is divided into 10 wards, namely: 

1. Anifowose/Ikeja 

2. Ojodu/ Agidingbi/Omole 

3. Alausa/Olusosun/Oregun 

4. Airport/Onipetesi/Onilekere 

5. Ipodo/Seriki Aro 

6. Adekunle Village/Adeniyi Jones/Ogba 

7. Oke-Ira/Aguda 

8. Onigbongbo/Military Cantonment 
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9. GRA 

10. Wasimi/Opebi/Allen 

 
Figure 24: Map of Lagos State, showing sixteen of the existing twenty Local Governments in 

Metropolitan Lagos; Ikeja Local government in red highlight. Source: Monitoring of Physical 

Planning & Urban Development 2009) 
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Ikeja is also noted for industrial activities apart from having most of its land area dedicated to 

residential.  It carries 46.4% of manufacturing production values, the highest in Nigeria as at 

2014.  

The population induced pressure on Ikeja has made the existing infrastructure inadequate for 

the populace, which led to the degeneration in the quality of life and physical environment.  

These is a need to plan our neighbourhoods further, for sustainable living and comprehensive 

redevelopment, that meets the physical, social, economic and environmental needs of the 

people. 

The choice of Ikeja as a study area is due to its being the capital of Lagos State where the 

presence of the state government is domiciled.  It also has a representation of the 3 major 

income groups; low income/high density/medium income/medium density and high 

income/low density.  Apart from its being predominantly residential, industrial and 

commercial activities are also located in this study area. 

The choice of Ikeja for the purpose of this research, has been largely due to its significance in 

Lagos state and its importance to Nigeria. Its economic and social activities makes it a place 

of good representation (Meenan, 2004).     

3.5. SAMPLING TECHNIQUE 

The study area has all the classified wards in it; low density, medium density and high density 

income wards (table 2). It was purposively selected, due to its being the capital of Lagos 

State.  
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Table 2: Wards within Ikeja Local Government 

 

 

 

 

 

Ikeja 

 LOW 

INCOME/HIGH 

DENSITY WARD 

MEDIUM 

INCOME/MEDIUM 

DENSITY WARD 

HIGH 

INCOME/LOW  

DENSITY WARD 

1  Anifowose/Ikeja  

2  Agidingbi/Omole/Ojodu  

3  Alausa/Oregun/Olusosun  

4  Onilekere/Onipetesi  

5 Ipodo/Seriki Aro   

6  Adeniyi Jones/Ogba  

7  Okeira/Aguda Titun  

8   Onigbongbo 

9   GRA 

10  Wasinmi/Opebi/Allen  

 

Ipodo/Seriki Aro, the only high density ward in Ikeja was selected, Wasinmi/Opebi/Allen was 

randomly selected from the medium density wards, while GRA was equally selected 

randomly, from the low density wards. The choice of these wards is based on their being 

contiguous (table 2). The contiguous nature of these wards is shown in figure 26. 
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Figure 25: Randomly selected wards Source: Lagos State Ministry of Physical Planning 

and Urban development (2010) 

 

Questionnaires were administered in selected residential buildings within these wards. 

Stratified sampling procedure employed in this research was to ensure adequate representative 

of the study population across all types of residential neighbourhoods. 

3.6. SAMPLING UNIT 

The basis for sampling as enumerated in the following tables.  

Table 3: Selected contiguous wards. Source: Independent National Electoral Commission 

(2000) 

S/N WARD AVERAGE No OF 

BUILDINGS/POLLING 

UNIT X No OF 

POLLING UNITS 

POPULATION (Residents) 

BASED ON No OF 

BUILDINGS  

1 Ipodo/Seriki Aro 72 X 55 3,960 
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2 Wasimi/Opebi/Allen 72 X 30 2,160 

3 GRA 72 X 25 1,800 

 TOTAL 72 X 110 7,920 

 

 

The sample size of this research was based on the population of residential buildings in 

selected wards, which is 7,953. Questionnaires were administered on the basis of this 

estimate.  

3.7. SAMPLE SIZE 

The sample size was determined in reference to table 4, at a confidence level of 95% and a 

margin error of 5%. 
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Table 4: Sample size requirements (Glenn D. Israel 2015) University of Florida, IFAS 

extention.  Source: https://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/pdffiles/PD/PD00600.pdf 

 

A total number of 750 questionnaires (about double the size of the recommendation on table 

4) were administered in the 3 contiguous zones, with the assumption that, the number of 

remitted questionnaires will not be less than the recommended sample size of 381. 
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3.8. DATA COLLECTION 

A number of streets were selected from each zone. The selected streets fall within less than 1 

kilometre radius. It falls within 0.83 kilometre for GRA, 0.6 kilometre for Allen/Opebi ward 

and 0.6 kilometre for Ipodo/Seriki Aro (figure 28, figure 29 & figure 30). 

 

Figure 26: Street Map of Ikeja, Local Government, showing streets where Questionnaires 

were administered, and the number of administered Questionnaire, within the High Density 

Wards.  Source of Street Map: Lagos State Ministry of Physical Planning and Urban 

Development (2013) 
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Figure 27: Street Map of Ikeja, Local Government, showing streets where Questionnaires 

were administered, and the number of administered Questionnaire, within the Medium 

Density Ward. Source of Street Map: Lagos State Ministry of Physical Planning and Urban 

development (2013) 
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Figure 28: Street Map of Ikeja, Local Government, showing streets where Questionnaire 

were administered, and the number of administered Questionnaire, within the High Density 

Ward.  Source of Street Map: Lagos State Ministry of Physical Planning and Urban 

development (2013) 

 

Number of questionnaires administered to heads of households or their representatives were 

750. This was done in selected residential buildings, based on their number within the street, 

as highlighted in table 5, table 6 & table 7.     
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Table 5: Ipodo/Seriki (High density ward): Selected streets Source: Lagos State Ministry of 

Environment (2013) 

SN STREET No OF 

BUILDINGS 

No OF 

QUESTIONAIRES 

ADMINISTERED 

1 Ajiboye Street 33 12 

2 Ajao Avenue 127 41 

3 Seriki Aro Avenue 70 23 

4 Afariogun Street 50 17 

5 Ayeni Street 52 18 

6 Tonade Street 43 15 

7 Ipodo Street 40 14 

8 Olowu Street 93 30 

9 Unity Road 100 33 

10 Orishe Street 63 16 

11 Balogun Street 133 43 

 TOTAL 804 262 

 

 

 
Figure 29: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Ajiboye Street (Selected buildings in red) 

 

 

 
Figure 30: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Ajao Street (Selected buildings in red) 
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Figure 31: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Seriki Aro Avenue (Selected buildings in 

red) 

 

 

 
Figure 32: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Afariogun Street (Selected buildings in red) 

 

 

 
Figure 33: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Ayeni Street (Selected buildings in red) 
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Figure 34: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Tonade Street (Selected buildings in red) 

Figure…:  

 

 

 
Figure 35: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Ipodo Street (Selected buildings in red) 

 

 

 
Figure 36: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Olowu Street (Selected buildings in red) 
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Figure 37: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Unity Road (Selected buildings in red) 

 

 
Figure 38: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Orishe Street (Selected buildings in red) 

 

 

 
Figure 39: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Balogun Street (Selected buildings in red) 
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Table 6: Allen/opebi (Medium density ward): Selected streets Source: Lagos State Ministry 

of Environment (2013) 

SN STREET No OF 

BUILDINGS 

No OF 

QUESTIONAIRES 

ADMINISTERED 

1 Adeleke Street 47 15 

2 Oluwaleyimu Street 37 12 

3 Owodunni Street 26 9 

4 Amore Street 38 12 

5 Majekodunmi Street 38 12 

6 Emina Crescent 83 28 

7 Omotayo Ojo Street 27 9 

8 Oladipupo Kuku Street 32 10 

9 Folawewo Street 53 17 

10 Ogundana Street 91 30 

11 Hilton Drive 11 4 

12 Bamishile Street 49 16 

13 Tiwalade Close 41 13 

14 Adebayo Banjo Street 44 14 

15 Moshood Abiola Crescent 41 13 

16 Felicia Koleosho Street 20 7 

17 Sule Abuka Crescent 41 13 

18 Agbaoku Street 28 9 

19 Folorunsho Kuku Street 30 10 

 TOTAL 777 253 

 

 

 

Figure 40: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Balogun Street (Selected buildings in green) 
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Figure 41: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Oluwaleyimu Street (Selected buildings in 

green 

 

 

 
Figure 42: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Owodunni Street (Selected buildings in 

green) 

 

 
Figure 43: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Amore Street (Selected buildings in green) 
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Figure 44: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Majekodunmi Street (Selected buildings in 

green) 

 

 

 
Figure 45: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Emina Crescent (Selected buildings in 

green) 

 

 
Figure 46: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Omotayo Ojo Street (Selected buildings in 

green) 
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Figure 47: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Oluwadipupo Kuku Street (Selected 

buildings in green) 

 

 

 
Figure 48: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Folawewo Street (Selected buildings in 

green) 

 

 
Figure 49: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Ogundana Street (Selected buildings in 

green) 
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Figure 50: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Hilton Drive (Selected buildings in green) 

 

 

 
Figure 51: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Bamishile Street (Selected buildings in 

green) 

 

 

 

 
Figure 52: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Tiwalade Close (Selected buildings in green) 
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Figure 53: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Adebayo Banjo (Selected buildings in green) 

 

 

 
Figure 54: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Moshood Abiola Crescent (Selected 

buildings in green) 

 

 
Figure 55: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Felicia Koleosho Street (Selected buildings 

in green) 
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Figure 56: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Sule Abuka Crescent (Selected buildings in 

green) 

 

 
Figure 57: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Agbaoku Street (Selected buildings in green) 
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Figure 58: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Folorunsho Kuku Street (Selected buildings 

in green) 

 

 

Table 7: GRA (Low density ward): Selected streets Source: Lagos State Ministry of 

Environment (2013) 

SN STREET No OF 

BUILDINGS 

No OF 

QUESTIONAIRES 

ADMINISTERED 

1 Sobo Aribiodu Street 110 36 

2 Adeyemo Alakija Street 67 22 

3 Ladoke Akintola Street 43 14 

4 Oba Adeniji Adele Street 19 7 

5 Remi Fani Kayode Street 67 22 

6 Sowemimo Street 49 16 

7 Joel Ogunnaike Street 93 30 

8 Oba Akinjobi Road 113 37 

9 Ayoola Coker 92 30 

10 Micheal  Ogun Street 38 12 

11 Harold Sodipo Street 26 9 

 TOTAL 717 235 
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Figure 59: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Sobo Aribiodu Street (Selected buildings in 

yellow) 

 

 

 
Figure 60: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Adeyemi Alakija Street (Selected buildings 

in yellow) 
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Figure 61: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Ladoke Akintola Street (Selected buildings 

in yellow) 

 

 

 
Figure 62: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Adeniji Adele Street (Selected buildings in 

yellow) 
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Figure 63: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Remi Fani Kayode Street (Selected buildings 

in yellow) 

 

 

 
Figure 64: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Sowemimo Street (Selected buildings in 

yellow) 
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Figure 65: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Joel Ogunnaike Street (Selected buildings in 

yellow) 

 

 

Figure 66: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Oba Akinjobi Road (Selected buildings in 

yellow) 

 

 

 
Figure 67: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Ayoola Coker Street (Selected buildings in 

yellow) 
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Figure 68: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Michael Ogun Street (Selected buildings in 

yellow) 

 

 

 
Figure 69: Questionnaire distribution pattern on Harold Sodipo Street (Selected buildings in 

yellow) 

 

3.9. SURVEY RESPONSE 

Table 8: Questionnaires administered and retrieved 

 No OF 

BUILDINGS 

No OF 

QUESTIONAIRES 

ADMINISTERED 

No OF 

QUESTIONAIRES 

RETRIEVED 

% 

RETRIEVED 

High Density 804 262 180 68.7% 

Medium 

Density 

777 253 200 80% 

Low Density 717 235 215 91.5% 

TOTAL 2,298 750 595 79.3% 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4.0 DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS 

The conceptual model of this study seeks to identify the nature of neighbourhoods and 

residential buildings within the study area.  It is to examine the socio-economic and cultural 

characteristics of its residents, and their knowledge and attitude to sustainability.  It is also 

focused at determining the sustainability of the study area, and the factors that influence it. 

Four objectives were set to achieve the set goal, under 3 major residential classes; that is; 

High Density, Medium Density and Low Density: 

1. The first objective: to identify the residential buildings and neighbourhoods, and their 

characteristics. The variables identified to achieve this objective are; nature of 

apartment, nature of dwelling, existence of home based enterprises, number of years in 

apartment, number of people living in apartment, mode of cooking, Source of water 

supply, type of toilet facility and whether such toilet facility is shared or exclusive, 

source of power supply, types of lighting fittings, mode of waste disposal, frequency 

of waste disposal, pattern of waste storage, frequency of waste disposal, where waste 

is kept, whether the respondents sort their waste and whether the design of the 

apartment envisages waste management. The physical characteristics of the buildings 

documented during field work is also examined. 

2. The second objective: to examine the socio-economic and cultural characteristics of 

the residents within these income groups.  Variables outlined to determine these are: 

age, gender, marital status, ethnic group, employment status, monthly income, level of 

education, and the ability to pay utility bills. 
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3. The third objective: seeks to analyse the knowledge, attitude and behaviour of 

respondents, to environmental sustainability, the factors considered under this 

objective are: respondents’ knowledge of environmental sustainability, knowledge of 

global warming, knowledge of requirements to reduce global warming, awareness of 

laws guiding neighbourhood sustainable practice and the involvement of respondents’ 

on sustainability programmes. 

4. The fourth objective: to determine the sustainability of the study area and the 

implicated factors. To determine this, all variables used in this research are 

considered. 

 

The questionnaires were administered to occupants of residential buildings within the high 

density, medium density low density areas.  All the questionnaires were appraised for 

completeness and accuracy. They were checked to ensure that related answers match all 

questions asked, and all relevant fields filled accordingly.  This process identifies 

inappropriately filled questionnaires, and this subsequently led to their removal, before the 

commencement of analysis.  The process was intended to reduce errors during the stage of 

analysis. 

At the subjection of this to a reliability test, Cronbach’s Alpha was 0.730, while Cronbach's 

Alpha Based on Standardized Items was 0.749. 

 

Table 9: Reliability Statistics 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's Alpha Cronbach's Alpha Based on 

Standardized Items 

N of Items 

.730 0.749 545 
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4.1 VERIFICATION OF RETURNED QUESTIONNAIRES FOR ACCURACY AND 

UNIFORMITY 

The questionnaires employed in this study were designed to answer the four research 

questions, that meets the objectives of the study, which are to: identify neighbourhoods and 

residential buildings and their characteristics in Ikeja, Lagos; examine the socio-economic 

characteristics of the residents, in Ikeja; determine the knowledge of residents about 

sustainability; identify the factors that determine the sustainability of the study area. 

They were admitted to occupants of residential buildings within the high density, medium 

density and low density areas.  All the questionnaires were appraised for completeness and 

accuracy. 

The questionnaires were checked to ensure that related answers match all questions asked, 

and all relevant fields filled accordingly.  This process identifies inappropriately filled 

questionnaires, and this subsequently led to the removal of inappropriately filled ones, before 

the commencement of analysis.  The process was intended to reduce errors during the stage of 

analysis. 

4.2 RESPONSE RATE 

The total return rate was 595, which accounts for 79.3%.  After subjecting the questionnaires 

thorough check, 72.7% (545) were analysed. However, of the 750 questionnaires distributed, 

262 questionnaires were administered in the high income zone, 68.7% returned, while 89% of 

returned questionnaires were analysed. For the medium income zone, 253 questionnaires were 

distributed, 79.1% was returned, while 88.5% of returned questionnaires were used for 

analysis after thorough check.   The total number of questionnaires administered in the low 

income area was 235, 91.5% of these were returned, while 86.6% of returned questionnaires 
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were analysed. In totality, 750 questionnaires were administered, 79.3% returned, while 

72.7% was analysed after check. 

Table 10: QUESTIONNAIRES RETURNED RATE/PATTERN 

Income group No distributed No returned (%) No properly filled 

(%) 

High Density 262 180(68.7%) 160(89%) 

Medium Density 253 200(79.1%) 177(88.5%) 

Low Density 235 215(91.5%) 208(86.7%) 

Total 750 595(79.3%) 545(72.7%) 

 

4.3. DATA PRESENTATION 

Upon presentation of analysis of data collected, the analysis done was classified into several 

tables. This was done to reflect the three (3) income groups (through cross-tabulation) within 

the study area. 

These tables are grouped to reflect each of the stated objectives of the study.  

ANALYSIS 

Out of 545 respondents, analysed in the data, 29.36% (160) fall under the low income/high 

density area, 32.48% (177) are under the middle income/middle density area, while 38.16% 

(208) are within the high income/low density group. 

The first set of analysis (table 11) seeks to identify neighbourhoods and residential buildings 

and their characteristics in Ikeja, Lagos. 
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Objective 1 

Within the low income area, 1 room apartment accounts for 18.1%, room and parlour type of 

apartment is 6.9% in this income group.  2-bedroom flat is at 19.4% while 3-bedroom flat is 

of the highest percentage at 37.5%. 4-bedroom flat and 5-bedroom flat accounts for 8.1% and 

1.2% respectively.  However, in the middle income group, 1 room apartment is at 11.9%, 

room and parlour at 15.3%, 1-bedroom flat at 6.8%, 2-bedroom flat at 24.3%, 3-bedroom flat 

at 30.5%, 4-bedroom flat at 8.5%, and 5-bedroom flat at 1.7%.  Within the high income 

group, 1 room apartment is at 11.1%, room and parlour at 13.0%, 2-bedroom flat at 18.8%, 3-

bedroom flat 23.6%, 4-bedroom flat at 15.9%, while 5 be3droom flat is 6.2%. Within the 

totality of respondents, 1 room apartment accounts for 13.4%, room and parlour, 11.9%, 1 

bedroom flat 29.9%, 4-bedroom flat 11.2%, 5-bedroom flat 3.3%, while other types of 

apartment accounts for 3.9%.  3-bedroom flat has the highest percentage in all the 3 income 

groups.  4-bedroom flat is at a similar percentage of 8.1% and 8.5% in the low and middle 

income groups, while this is significantly different in the high income group with 15.9%.  The 

significance level of this variable within the various income groups is 0.000, which is 

distinctly significant. 

On the nature of dwelling, single unit building on a plot is 32.5% in the low income zone, 

8.1% has twin buildings on a plot, 8.8% has 2 apartments per plot, 3 apartments per plot 

accounts for 10.0%, 4 apartments on a plot is 20.6%, while more than 4 apartments per plot is 

20.6% within the low income area.  For the middle income area, 20.6% has a single unit 

apartment on a plot, 5.6% has twin buildings on a plot, 11.3% has 2 apartments on a plot, 

12.4% has 3 apartments on a plot, 29.4% has 4 apartments on a plot for the high income area, 

34.1% are single units on a plot, twin buildings on a plot is 12.5%, 2 apartments per plot is 

9.1%, 11.5% for 3 apartments on a plot, 15.4% for 4 apartments on a plot, while 14.4% has 

more than 4 apartments on a plot. 
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The relational difference within the 3 income groups is not significant at 0.126.   

However, within the middle income area, the highest percentage of 29.4% has 4 apartments 

on a plot, while the low and high income groups have the highest percentage as single plots 

per units at 32.5% and 34.1% respectively.  At the combination of the 3 income groups, plots 

with single plots on them has the highest percentage of 28.4%, followed by 4 apartments per 

plot at 21.5% and more than 4 apartments per plot at 17.6%. 

For the existence of home based enterprises, 82.5% do not run home-based enterprises within 

the low income group, 88.1% do not run it in the middle income area, while 89.4% do not run 

it in the high income area.  Within the total respondents, 87.0% do not run home based 

enterprises.  There is a significant relationship at 0.003. 

 The highest percentage of respondents, within the low income groups have stayed between 4-

7 years in their apartments, this is 38.1%.  The middle and high income areas have their 

highest percentages of 4-7 years stay in apartments, at 42.4% and 43.8%.  This is followed by 

those who have stayed for between 0-3 years at 33.8% for low income.  Those who have 

stayed between 8-15 years, are in the 3
rd

 place, uniformly within the 3 income groups at, 

19.4% for low income, 13.0% for middle income and 21.2% for high income.  Within the 

combination of the 3 income groups, those with 4-7 years stay in their apartment has the 

highest percentage of 41.7%, followed by 0-3 years at 33.0%, 8-15 years at 18.0%, and those 

with 16 years and above at 7.3%.  This has an insignificant relationship of 0.143. 

For the number of people in apartment, the highest percentage within income groups is 3-5 

persons per dwelling, these cuts across all the income groups, with 56.0% for low income 

group, 63.8% for middle income group and 59.1% for high income group.  For the low 

income area, 6-8 persons per apartment is next with 21.4%, unlike the middle and high 

income areas, whose next percentage is 1-2 persons per apartment at 18.1% and 20.2% for 
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middle and high income respectively.  Within the combination of the 3 income groups, 3-5 

persons per dwelling is the highest in similarity to individual areas, at 59.7%.  It has a 

significance level of 0.016. 

Table 11: Characteristics of Apartment 

 

Physical Characteristics:  

On the physical characteristics through field work, most neighbourhoods randomly selected 

for physical assessment in the high density area have shops attached to the buildings or their 

compounds, for commercial activities (Figure 72, 73, 74 and 75). These shops are mostly 

operated by non-residents of these buildings, as most residents across the density areas do not 

run home based enterprises (Table 11). 
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In terms of incorporating plants into neighbourhoods and residential buildings, most 

physically assessed buildings within the high density area do not have plants around them 

(Figure 72,73,74 and 75). For the medium density area, a few buildings have plants 

moderately incorporated into them (Figure 77). However, more neighbourhoods and 

residential buildings within the low density area are planted. (Figure 81, 82, 84, and 87). 

 

Field observation also revealed that, residential buildings across the density zones, 

predominantly have terraces incorporated into them (Figure 72, 73, 74, 75, 77, 78, 79, 80, 82, 

83 and 84).  

On the mode adopted by respondents for cooking, the highest percentage is Gas cooker, 

within the income groups uniformly.  This is 76.2% for low income group, 68.4% for middle 

income and 72.1% for high income group.  The next to this is stove, which is 19.4% for low 

income, 29.4% for middle income and 20.7% for high income.  This trend is replicated in the 

combination of all the income groups, with Gas cooker at 72.1% and stove at 23.1%.  This is 

at a significant level of 0.040. 

For water supply, majority of respondents rely on private bore-holes or wells, this is evident 

within the 3 income groups and across the generality of respondents.  This is 61.2% within the 

low income group, 70.1% within the middle income group, 70.7% within the high income 

group and 67.7% at the combination of all income groups.  Government supplied pipe-borne 

water is next at 30.0% within low income zone, 21.5% within middle income zone, 21.6% 

within high income zone and 24.0% at the combination of the 3 zones.  This is at a 

significance of 0.259. 

On the type of toilet facility used by respondents, 93.8% use flush toilets within low income 

area, 97.2% within the middle income area, 96.6% within the high income area, while 96.0 of 
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them use flush toilets at the combination of the 3 income areas.  This is at a significant level 

of 0.230. 

On the sharing of toilet facilities by respondents, is higher percentage within the 3 income 

groups do not share toilets.  This is at 75.0% within the low income area, 88.7% within the 

middle income area, 80.8% within the high income area and 81.7% at the combination of all 

the 3 income groups.  This is a significance level of 0.005. 

Most apartments within all the income groups are powered by generators 55.6% within the 

low income group, 53.7% within the middle income and 56.2% within the high income area.  

Within the generality of respondents, covering all the income groups, 55.2% are supplied 

through the use of generators.  The next in percentage in power supply is government 

generated power.  This accounts for 36.9% within the low income group, 40.7% within the 

middle income, 39.4% within the high income group and 39.1% in all the income groups 

combined.  This at a significance level of 0.868. 

As regards the type of lighting fittings used by respondents, 51.2% of those within the low 

income groups use energy saver fittings, 47.5% within the middle income group, 48.5% 

within the high income and 47.9% in all the income groups combined.  This is followed by 

incandescent bulbs with 28.8% within the low income group, 33.9% within the middle 

income, 33.2% within the high income and 32.1% in all combined.  This then followed by 

fluorescent lamps with 20.0% within the low income area, 18.6% within the middle income, 

18.3% within the high income and 20.0% in all groups combined.   
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Table 12: Domestic Facilities (Objective 1) 

 

 

On the mode of waste disposal, above 80% of all respondents use the apparatus of the 

government for their waste disposal.  83.8% within the low income group, 86.5% within the 
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middle income group, 83.2% within the high income group and 84.3% in all respondents 

combined.  This is at a significant level of 0.877. 

As regards how frequent the respondents dispose their wastes.  Those who dispose their 

wastes between 4-6 days make up 31.9% within the low income group, 33.9% within the 

middle income, 39.3% within the high income.  For those that dispose between 7-10 days, 

34.4% within the low income group, 33.9% within the middle income, 37.7% within the high 

income, while those that dispose between 1-3 days are 27.5% within the low income group, 

24.3% within the middle income group and 35.6% within the high income. 

On the percentage within the 3 income groups combined, 24.8% between 1-3 days, 33.6% 

between 7-10 days and 8.1% above 10 days.  This is at a significance level of 0.922. For the 

storage of wastes, 26.9% use open waste bins within the low income group, 43.8% use 

covered bins, 25.6% use waste bags.  Within the middle income group, 20.0% use open waste 

bins.  46.3% use covered bins, 24.9% use waste bags, while within the high income group, 

23.1% use open waste bins, 54.3% use covered bins, 16.3% use waste bags.  However, at the 

combination of all the 3 income groups, 25.1% use open waste bins, 48.6% use covered bins, 

21.8% use waste bags, 1.5% use the bare floor, while 2.9% adopt other means.  This at a 

significance level of 0.058. 

On where waste is kept, the highest percentage within individual income groups, across the 3 

groups store their wastes outside their apartments, but within their compounds.  This is at 

48.8% within the low income group, 54.8% within the medium income group.  48.1% within 

the high income group, 50.5% at the combination of all the 3 income groups.  For others, 

26.9% store their wastes in the balcony within the low income group, 22.0% within the 

medium income group, 17.3% within the high income group and 21.7% at the combination of 

all the areas.  As for those that store their wastes in the kitchen, 19.4% within the low income 
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group, 19.2% within the middle income, 33.2% within the high income and 24.6% in all the 

areas combined.  This is at a significance level of 0.005. 

Within the income groups and across all, a higher percentage of them do not sort their wastes.  

86.2% within the low income area, 89.9% within the middle income area, 89.9% within the 

middle income area, 82.7% within the high income area and 85.7% within all the areas 

combined.  This at a significance level of 0.001. 

A higher percentage of respondents believe that the design of their apartments do not take 

domestic waste management into consideration in the design.  58.8% within the low income 

area answer no to provision being made for waste management in the design of the buildings, 

67.2% answers no within the middle income area, 64.4% answers no within the high income 

area, while 63.7% answers no in all the areas combined.  This is at a significance of 0.260. 
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Table 13: Waste Management 

 

 

The second set of analysis seeks to examine the socio-economic and cultural characteristics of 

the residents within these neighbourhoods (table 14). 
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Objective 2 

On the age of respondents, 23.8% within the low income area are between the age of 21-30 

years, 31.9% between 31-40 years, 24.4% between the age of 41-50 years, 10.6% between the 

ages of 51-60years, while 61 years and above are 1.9%.  For the middle income, 4.5% are 

between 16-20 years, 26.0% are 21-30 years, 33.3% are between 31-40 years, 20.3% between 

41-50 years, 11.9% between 51-60 years and 61 years and above at 4.0% the high income 

area has between 16-20 years of age at 7.2%, 21-30 years at 23.1%, 31-40 years at 24.0%, 41-

50 years at 24.5%, 51-60 years at 15.4% and 61 years and above at 5.8%.  the percentage at 

the combination of the 3 income zones are; 6.4% for 16-20 years of age, 24.2% for 21-30 

years, 29.4% for 31-40 years, 23.1% for 41-50 years,  12.8% for 51-60 years and 4.0% for 61 

years and above.  This is at a significance level of 0.341. 

 

Figure 70: Ages of respondents across the density zones 

 

The low income group has the highest percentage of male within it at 66.9%, while the high 

income area has the highest percentage of females within it, at 38.0%.  There are, however, 

62.0% male within the high income group, 65.0% within the middle income, 35.0% of 

females within the middle income and 33.1% in the low income area.  At the combination of 

all the income groups, 64.4% are males, while 35.6% are females.  This is at a significance 

level of 0.341. 
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Figure 71: Gender of respondents across the density zones 

 

Majority of respondents within all the income groups are married.  60.0% within the low 

income area, 62.7% in the middle income area and 55.3% in the high income area, 59.1% 

within the totality of respondents.  This is followed in percentage by those that are single, 

29.4% within the low income area, 24.9% within the middle income area, 28.4% in the high 

income area, and 27.5% within the totality of respondents.  
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Figure 72: Marital status of respondents across the density zones 

 

Most respondents belong to the Yoruba ethnic group, within all the income groups.  48.8% 

within the low income group, 53.7% within the middle income, 52.4% within the high income 

and 51.7% in all the income groups combined.  This is followed by the Igbo ethnic group, 

with 26.2% within the low income group, 22.0% within the middle income group, 20.2% 

within the high income group and 22.6% within the combination of all the income groups.  

The Hausa/Fulani ethnic group has 10.6% of the respondents within the low income group.  

5.6% in the middle income group, 6.7% in the high income area and 7.5% within a 

combination of all respondents.  The other minor ethnic groups combined, has 14.4% within 

the low income area, 18.6% in the middle income area, 20.7% in the high income area, and 

18.3% within the combination of all the income groups. 
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Figure 73: Ethnicity of respondents across the density zones 

 

Majority of respondents within all the income groups are self-employed.  50.6% within the 

low income, 45.8% within the medium income, 34.1% within the high income and 42.8% 

within the combination of all the income groups.  This is followed by those employed by 

private firms; 28.8% within the low income, 27.7% within the middle income, 31.7% within 

the high income and 29.5% within the combination of all respondents.  For government 

employees, 9.4% are within the low income group, 15.3% within the middle income, 16.3% 

within the high income and 13.9% at the combination of all respondents.  Meanwhile, 5.6% 

are unemployed within the low income group, 5.1% in the middle income group, 6.7% in the 

high income group and 5.9% at the combination of all the respondents.   
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On the monthly income of respondents, 26.5% of those within the low income area earn 

N100,000 and above, 23.7% within the middle income, 39.9% in the high income area 30.7% 

within the totality of respondents.  Within the low income area, 7.7% earn between N76,000 

and N99,000, 16.4% within the middle income area 13.5% within the high income area and 

12.8% within all the areas combined.  For those that earn between N51,000 – N75,000; 18.1% 

within the low income area, 19.8% within the middle income area, 7.7% within the high 

income area, and 14.6% in all areas combined.  Within the low income group, 12.9% earn 

between N31,000 and N50,000, 12.4% in the middle income area, 13.9% within the high 

income area and 13.1% in all.  For those that earn between N18,000 and N30,000, 18.1% 

within the low income area, 15.8% within the middle income, 13.5% within the high income 

area and 15.6% in all, while 16.8% of those within the low income earn below N18,000, 

11.9% within the middle income area, 11.5% within the high income area and 13.1% in all.   

In the high density region, 65.5% of respondents find it convenient to pay bills, 63.3% within 

the medium density zone and 68.3% within the low density zone. In total, 65.8% of 

respondents find payment of bills convenient. 11.2% are undecided on their ability to pay 

bills, within the high density area, 10.7% within the medium density area and 16.8% within 

the low density area. In the combination of the three zones, 13.2% are undecided. However, 

23.1% of respondents within the high density area do not find it convenient to pay bills, 26% 

within the medium density zone, 14.9% within the low density zone and 20.9% at the 

combination of the three areas.   
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Table 14: Economic Characteristics 

 

 

On the educational level of respondents, 3.8% within the low income area have no formal 

education, 2.8% in the middle income area, 2.4% in the high income area and 2.9% in all.  

10.6% attend up to primary school level, 18.6% within the middle income, 17.8% within the 

high income area and 16.0% in all the areas combined.  For those who education in terminates 

at secondary school level, 16.2% within the low income, 11.9% within the middle income, 

5.3% within the high income and 10.6% in all.  7.5% within the low income are educated up 

to technical school middle income and high has 9.6% and 13.5% within them. 28.1% within 
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the low income, 30.5% within the middle income, 28.4% within the high income and 29.0% 

in all have NCE/OND certificates.  However, 30.6% within the low income area have first 

degrees or HND, 19.2% within the middle income, 31.7% within the high income area and 

27.3% in all the areas combined.  Those that are educated up to post-graduate level are, 3.1% 

within the low income area, 7.3% within the middle income area, 1.0% within the high 

income area and 3.7% in all.  There is a differential significance of 0.000 

 

Figure 74: Education level of respondents across density zones 

 

Majority of respondents within each income zone are Renters; 61.9% in the low income zone, 

67.2% in the middle income zone, 51.4% in the high income zone and 59.5% in all combined.  

This is followed by owner occupiers, with 18.8% within the low income zone, 18.1% within 

the middle income, 27.9% within the high income and 22.0% within all respondents 

combined.  This has a significance difference of 0.059. 
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Figure 75: Tenure status of respondents across density zones 

 

Most of the respondents find it convenient to play domestic bills; a total of 65.6% within the 

low income area, 63.3% in the middle income area, 68.3% within the high income area and 

65.8% in all respondents combined.  This is at a significance level of 0.003. 

The third set of analysis (table 15) finds out the knowledge, attitudes and behaviour of 

residents to sustainability.  Within the low income area, 61.9% of respondents have the 

knowledge of environmental sustainability, 52.0% have that knowledge within the middle 

income area, 63.9% within the high income area, and 59.4% in all combined.  This is at a 

significance difference of 0.044. 
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Figure 76: View of a High density neighbourhood.  Source: Field work 

 

 

Figure 77: Area view of a High density neighbourhood.  Source: Field work 
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Figure 78: View of a Medium density neighbourhood . Source: Field work 

 

 

 

Figure 79: Area view of a Medium density neighbourhood . Source: Field work 
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Figure 80: View of a Low density neighbourhood. Source: Field work 

 

 
Figure 81: View of a Low density neighbourhood. Source: Field work 
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Figure 82: Area view of a Low density neighbourhood. Source: Field work 

 

Objective 3 

On the knowledge of respondents about global warming, 72.5% within the low income area 

have the knowledge, 63.8% within the middle income, 75.5% within the high income and 

70.8% at the combination of all respondents. 

Most respondents are not aware of the laws guiding sustainable practice within their 

neighbourhoods.  61.9% within the low income area are ignorant of these laws, 68.4% within 

the middle income, 63.9% within the high income and 64.8% at the combination of all 

respondents. 

On whether the respondents have been involved in any programme on sustainability; 71.9% 

answered no within the low income area, 71.2% answered no within the middle income area, 

76.0% answered within the high income area and 73.2% at the combination of all. 
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On the knowledge of respondents of environmental sustainability, within the high density 

area, 61.9% answered yes, 52% within the medium density area, 63.9% within the low density 

area and 59.4% within the combination of the three zones. For respondents that have no 

knowledge of environmental sustainability, 38.19% are within the high density area, 48% 

within the middle income area, 36.1% within the low density area and 40.6% within the 

combination or the zones. 

Most respondents’ reaction to whether they have the knowledge of what it takes to reduce 

global warming, was yes, 56.2% within the high density area, 51.4% within the medium 

density area, 57.4% within the low density area and 55.2% within the combination of the 

three zones. 
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Table 15: Knowledge attitude and behaviour of residents to sustainability 

 

 

The fourth set of analysis (table 15) is to determine the sustainability of the study area and the 

factors implicated in it. 
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Objective 4a 

The sustainability of the area was scored, based on the following variables: 

1. Susceptibility to flood 

2. less use of energy for ventilation and lighting  

3. the quality of air within the environment 

4. the immediate environment being conducive and healthy 

5. accessibility to health services 

6. the nuisance of noise 

7. community steps to maintain a sustainable environment 

8. problems emanating from industrial activities 

9. government intervention 

10. infrastructures 

11. awareness to the advantages of plants 

12. security of the environment 

13. building components 

14. beauty of buildings 

15. attitude of neighbours to clean environment 

16. neighbourhood human concentration 

17. acceptability of the neighbourhood as good 

 

On the score, as reflected in table 16, within individual income areas, above 75% score 

between (54-71)%.  Low income area scores 77.5%, middle income area scores 76.3%, high 

income scores 82.7% and the score at the combination of all is 79.1%.  This is followed by 

(36-53)% score, with low income at 14.4%, middle income 18.1%, high income 15.9% and 

the total at 16.1%.  
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Table 16: Sustainability Score 

 Rating High 

Density 

Medium 

Density 

Low 

Density 

Total  

Sustainable score Below 35% 

(36-53)%  

(54-71)% 

(72-90)% 

1(0.6%) 

23(14.4%) 

124(77.5%) 

12(7.5%) 

0(0.0%) 

32(18.1%) 

135(76.3%) 

12(5.6%) 

0(0.0%) 

33(15.9%) 

172(82.7%) 

3(1.4%) 

1(0.2%) 

88(16.1%) 

431(79.1%) 

27(4.6%) 

 Total                          160 (100%)     177 (100%)     208 (100%)      545 (100%) 

 

Table 17: Factor Analysis 

 

 

It could be deduced from the result that residents in the study area construed neighbourhood 

sustainability based on five factors; Greening and health, population, government and 

community influence, environmental pollution, and energy usage plus proneness to flood.  15 

of the items on the 5 factors were loaded which indicates that residents attached importance to 

them.  The 5 factors are the factors used to define neighbourhood sustainability in the study 

area.  The factor with the highest weight is planting of trees and grass in the environment.  It 

infers that the most important factor defining the satisfaction of the residents on the 

sustainability of their neighbourhoods was availability of plants in their environment. 
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Table 18: Regression with optimal scaling 

 

Table 18 is an insight into those characteristics that determine the sustainability of residential 

neighbourhoods and buildings in Ikeja; Dependent variable = Sustainable score. 

sig. = 0.000 
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4.4. TESTING OF RESEARCH HYPOTHESES  

Hypothesis 1: There is no significant association between residential density zones and 

apartment types.  

Table 19: Density zones and apartment types 

 Nature of Respondents' apartment Total 

One 

room 

apartment 

Room 

and 

parlour 

One 

bedroom 

flat 

Two 

bedroom 

flat 

Three 

bedroom 

flat 

Four 

bedroom 

flat 

Five 

bedroom 

apartment 

others 

 

High Density 29 11 11 31 60 13 2 3 160 

Medium 

Density 
21 27 12 43 54 15 3 2 177 

Low Density 23 27 8 39 49 33 13 16 208 

Total 73 65 31 113 163 61 18 21 545 

 

Table 20: Chi-Square Tests 

Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 47.083
a
 14 .000 

Likelihood Ratio 46.912 14 .000 

Linear-by-Linear 

Association 
7.958 1 .005 

N of Valid Cases 545   

 

From table 20, since the chi-square value is 0.000, which is significant, the null hypothesis is 

rejected. Hence, we conclude that, there is significant association between residential density 

zones and apartment types.  

Hypothesis 2: There is no significant relationship between the income of residents and their 

apartment types in Ikeja. 
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Table 21: Nature of Respondents' apartment 

 

 

Table 22: Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 168.292
a
 35 .000 

Likelihood Ratio 184.034 35 .000 

Linear-by-Linear 

Association 
113.146 1 .000 

N of Valid Cases 545   

. 

From table 22, since the chi-square value is 0.000, which is significant, the null hypothesis is 

rejected. Thence, we conclude that, there is significant association between the income of 

residents and their apartment types in Ikeja. 

 

Hypothesis 3: There is no significant association between residential density zones and 

perception of residents to sustainability. 

Table 23: Density zones and sustainability score 

 Categorized sustainability score Total 

below 

35% 

(36-

53)% 

(54-

71)% 

(72-

90)% 

Density 

zone 

High density 1 23 124 12 160 

Medium 

density 
0 32 135 10 177 

Low density 0 33 172 3 208 

Total 1 88 431 25 545 
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Table 24: Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 11.587
a
 6 .072 

Likelihood Ratio 12.770 6 .047 

Linear-by-Linear 

Association 
1.740 1 .187 

N of Valid Cases 545   
 

From table 24, since the chi-square value is 0.072, which is not significant, the null hypothesis 

is accepted. Thence, we conclude that, there is no significant association between residential 

density zones and perception of residents to sustainability in Ikeja. 

Hypothesis 4: The knowledge of respondents about sustainability is independent of their level 

of education. 

Table 25: Level of education and residents’ knowledge of sustainability 

 

 Respondents' knowledge of 

environmental sustainability 

Total 

Yes No 

Education level of 

Respondents 

No formal 

education 
5 11 16 

Primary 34 53 87 

Secondary 20 38 58 

Technical school 30 27 57 

NCE/OND 107 51 158 

First Degree/HND 115 34 149 

Post-graduate 13 7 20 

Total 324 221 545 

 

Table 26: Chi-Square Tests 
 

 Value df Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 60.521
a
 6 .000 

Likelihood Ratio 61.366 6 .000 

Linear-by-Linear 

Association 
52.765 1 .000 

N of Valid Cases 545   
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From table 26, since the chi-square value is 0.000, which is significant, the null hypothesis is 

rejected. Thence, we conclude that, the knowledge of respondents about sustainability is 

dependent on their level of education. 

On the factors affecting the sustainability of the study area:  Regression analysis with optimal 

scaling was done, with sustainability score as dependent variable against personal 

characteristics, economic characteristics, and house characteristics on independent variables. 

However, 15 variables were identified with significance level of 0.05 and below: 

1. Employment status 

2. monthly income 

3. level of education 

4. marital status 

5. nature of apartment 

6. nature of dwelling 

7. tenure status 

8. mode of cooking 

9. source of power supply 

10. type of light fittings 

11. major use for electricity 

12. mode of waste disposal 

13. frequency of waste disposal 

14. method adopted in waste storage 

15. knowledge of laws guiding sustainability 
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CHAPTER 5 

5.0. DISCUSSIONS AND SUMMMARY OF FINDINGS 

Table 27: Summary of Findings 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

Objective 1 
Identify 

neighbourhoods 

and residential 

buildings and 

their 

characteristics 

in Ikeja, Lagos 

1 

2 

 

3 

 

4 

5 

 

6 

 

7 

Most respondents across the density zones stay in 3 bedroom flats 

Most respondents across the density zones have lived in their apartments for 4 to 

7 years 

Most respondents across the density zones provide their own services; through 

wells or boreholes for water, and generators for electricity  

Across all density zones, most respondents store wastes in non-dedicated areas 

Most respondents across the density zones do not sort their wastes, prior to 

disposal 

Most residential buildings across high and medium density zones do not have 

plants incorporated into their them 

Most buildings across density zones have terraces 

Objective 2 
Examine the 

socio-economic 

characteristics 

of the residents, 

in Ikeja 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

 

6 

7 

8 

 

Most respondents across the density zones are self employed 

Most respondents across the density zones find it convenient to pay bills 

Most respondents across the density zones are renters 

Monthly income of respondents across the density zones is above N100,000 

Most respondents are between the ages of 31 and 40 years, across the density 

zones 

Most respondents across the density zones are married 

Most respondents across the density zones are males 

Most respondents within the medium density area got NCE/OND level in their 

education; within the high density area, most respondents are HND/First degree 

holders, while most respondents have post-graduate degrees, within the low 

density area   

Objective 3 
Determine the 

knowledge of 

residents about 

sustainability 

1 

 

2 

3 

 

4 

 

5 

 

Most respondents across the density zones are knowledgeable about 

environmental sustainability 

Most respondents are aware of global warming across all density zones 

Most respondents across the density zones know what is required to reduce 

global warming 

Most respondents are unaware of laws guiding neighbourhood sustainability, 

across the density zones 

Most respondents across the density zones are not involved in sustainability 

related programmes 

Objective 4 
Identify the 

factors that 

determine the 

sustainability of 

the study area 

1 

 

2 

 

 

3 

Most respondents across the density zones perceive their neighbourhoods as 

sustainable 

Neighbourhood sustainability is based on six factors in the study area, these are; 

(1)Greening and health (2)Population (3)Government and community influence 

(4)Environmental pollution (5)Energy usage (6)Proneness to flood 

16 significant predictors were established. These are; Employment status of 

respondents, nature of dwellings, marital status, method of refuse storage, use for 

electricity, nature of apartment, mode of waste disposal, knowledge of laws 

guiding sustainability, frequency of waste disposal, mode of cooking, tenure 

status, monthly income, source of power supply, density area of respondents and 

type of light fittings.   Employment status is the strongest predictor, while 

lighting fittings is the weakest  
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From the data presentation on objective 1, which is to identify the residential buildings and 

neighbourhoods and their characteristics, majority of selected buildings, are purely residential 

apartments, this cuts across all the income zones.  87.0% of the total number of respondents 

do not have any business being run in their homes. 

Most apartments in the study area are 3 bedroom flats; these characteristics also cut across the 

income zones.  An approximate percentage of 30% are in this category within the total 

number of respondents.  This closely followed by 2 bedroom apartments with an approximate 

percentage of 21% within the totally respondents.  This gives an average total of 51% at the 

combination of 2 and 3 bedroom apartments. However, the high income mostly 4 bedroom 

flats within it, 15.9% as compared with the middle income and low income with 8.5% and 

8.0% respectively. 

 
Figure 83: Sketch of a typical Floor Plan of a twin 3-bedroom flat in the high density area of 

Ikeja 
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Figure 84: Sketch of a typical Floor Plan of a twin 3-bedroom flat in the medium density area 

of Ikeja 

 

 
Figure 85: Sketch of a typical Floor Plan of a twin 3-bedroom flat in the low density area of 

Ikeja 

 

The number of people living in the apartments is mostly 3-5 persons, 59.1% within the high 

income area, 63.8% in the middle income area, and 56.0% in the low income.  Although the 

low income area has the lowest percentage, but statistics tallies with the existing Lagos State 

Statistics of 5 persons per apartment (Lagos State House Survey, 2010). 

Most respondents across all income zones use gas cookers in their cooking, 72% in all.  The 

physical assessment of a typical kitchen in the study area shows that gas cookers and 

cylinders are put side by side (Fig. 104). 
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However, according to save use of gas cylinders guidance (2004), poor placement or storage 

of gas cylinders are a major cause of accidents in homes.  They should not be stored to the lie 

or stand in water, meanwhile kitchens are part of the wet areas of the home.  They should be  

 

Figure 86: Placement of Gas cooker and cylinder common to residents 

 

placed away from sources of ignition and other flammable materials.  Placing the cylinder 

beside the gas burners as commonly done by respondents is against the sustainable safety 

measures put in place by the safe use of gas cylinders (2004). 

Across all income groups, most respondents rely on private bore holes or wells for water 

supply, 67.7% in all combined while more than 90% of respondents use flush toilets.  The 

existence of septic tanks were apparent in all observed properties as there are no sewage lines 
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in the study area.  From the field study, bore holes and septic tanks are placed at less than 10 

metres to each other (Fig. 4.2.4).  According to Bada et al (2004), the improper siting of 

septic tanks may cause release of pollutants. The re-emphasised UNHCR guidelines for siting 

groundwater sources which set a minimum distance between bore hole and any potential 

polluting activity at 30 metres. 

However, it is noted in the field study that selectively observed properties have their bore 

holes and septic tanks located at less than 30 metres to each other. 

 

Figure 87: Borehole to Septic tank distance 

 

Regular supply of power is generally through the use of generators as above average of all 

respondents across income areas use generators as their major source of power supply. 
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Observations from field study shows that there are no dedicated spaces for the placement of 

these generators in selectively observed apartments (fig. 106) that are put in place at the 

conceptual stage of the apartments.  According to the United State’s  

 

Figure 88: Positioning of Generators 

 

National Institute of standards (NIST) 92007), generators emit potentially dangerous levels of 

carbon monoxide, as a result of which there is a need to keep generators away from the house 

at a distance as much as 7.62 metres. 

Currently from selected observation, there is a proliferation of generators, and they are mostly 

placed at a distance less than 3 metres to apartments (Fig. 106). 
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Most respondents use energy saver bulbs.  This may be due to the desire to reduce bills as 

most respondents claim to have the ability to pay bills.  It may also be done to the availability 

of these type of bulbs against other types. 

For the mode adopted in waste disposal, most respondents dispose their wastes through 

government agencies.  Most respondents also claim to store the wastes in covered bins.  These 

wastes are kept within their compounds before they are handed over to the agencies for final 

disposal. 

From field observation, buildings within the 3 income zones do not have dedicated points, 

purposively designed for waste placement (Fig. 107) before they are carted away by 

government agencies, considering that more than 60% of respondents store their wastes for 

between 4 – 10 days before disposal. 

 

Figure 89: Current state of waste storage (Plan) 
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Figure 90: Current state of waste storage in low density neighbourhood 

 

More than 80% of respondents do not sort their wastes (Fig. 108) before disposal.  According 

to United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), if piles of 

garbage are left around unsorted and unkempt in residential areas, they become a nuisance.  

They create an offensive atmosphere, attract insects and stray animals.  This may become a 

major source of diseases. 

About 60% of respondents believe that the designs of their buildings and apartments do not 

provide for waste storage and management.  This may be responsible for why about 40% of 

them store their wastes in kitchens and balconies before disposal. 
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Looking at the second objective of the study, which is to examine the socio-economic and 

cultural characteristics of the residents within the neighbourhoods. 

More than 70% of respondents across the income zones are between 21-50 years of age.  This 

makes most residents fall in the active age, considering that the retirement age of the public 

sector is between 55-60 years (Fapohunda 2013 & Ali 2014).  The activeness of the residents 

of these neighbourhoods may make a positive impact on the sustainability of these areas.  

This is because they are still within their active years and still have the capacity to be taught 

and also broadcast the steps to sustainable living within our neighbourhoods. 

More than 60% of respondents are males, this trend is similar across the income groups.  

Males in the household have greater decisions.  Making power than females in all the 3 major 

ethnic groups in Nigeria, that is, Yoruba, Hausa/Fulani and Igbo.  This is particularly evident 

in marriages, but in some cases, sons may even make decisions for their mothers (Janice et al 

2004).  Going by this submission, decision on sustainability issues could tilt more towards the 

married men and males in general.  So, it could be suggested that decision making on this 

issue in the study area will be with less difficulty, as those meant to make these decisions are 

in the majority. 

Most respondents are either self-employed or work in private firms. Only an average of 14% 

of them works in the public sector.  Sustainability tips may make more impact, if rooted 

through private firms. 

Most respondents earn N100,000 and above, though this has a higher percentage in the high 

income area.  While those that earn below N18,000 has a higher percentage in the low income 

area.  However, more than 60% of respondents find it convenient to pay bills.  This suggests 

that neighbourhood sustainability related bills will be paid by residents. 
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More than 60% of respondents are renters, except the high income area that has 51.4% the 

implication of this is that, more than average number of residents are in their apartments on a 

temporary basis.  So, they may be concerned majorly with environmental issues that have an 

immediate impact on them and their immediate environment. 

An approximately 80% of respondents are educated to at least secondary school level which 

implies that, a very high percentage of them can read and write, and are equally teachable.  

They will assimilate issues that relates to sustainability when they are exposed to them. 

The third objective of this research is to analyse the knowledge, attitudes and behaviour of 

residents to sustainability.  Most respondents have the knowledge of environmental 

sustainability, the knowledge of global warming and the knowledge of what is required to 

reduce global warming.  This knowledge is prevalent in all the income groups. 

Majority of them are however, unaware of laws guiding neighbourhood sustainable practice 

and more than 70% of them have never been involved in any program on sustainability.  

Environmental sustainability can thrive not only on the awareness of its necessity but on 

putting adequate enforcement strategies in place.  The people are not aware of laws tailored 

towards sustaining the environment in the study area.  Since making of laws is the primary 

responsibility of government organs at various levels, it may be inferred that the government 

under whose supervision the study area falls has failed in that responsibility of making and 

enforcing required laws to keep the neighbourhoods sustainable. 

It is also the duty of the government, whose responsibility is to maintain environmental 

standards that will make the neighbourhoods sustainable, to create awareness through the 

involvement of residents in sustainability programmes.  As this more may positively solidify 

the effects of their awareness on how their environment is perceived and handled. 
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From data analysis, several steps are taken to address the fourth objective, which is to 

determine the sustainability of the study area and the factors implicated in it. 

Sustainability was scored, based on 18 variables that highlights the perception of respondents 

on how sustainable their neighbourhood is. The variables address these issues: 

1. The acceptability of the neighbourhood to flood 

2. Less use of energy in the apartments, due to the sensitivity of the design 

3. The quality of air in the environment as perceived within the case of breathing 

4. The general healthiness of the environment through likely exposure to filth 

5. The access to health facilities by residents 

6. The constant experience of unwanted noise within the neighbourhood 

7. The co-operation of the generality of residents to maintain a sustainable 

environment 

8. The hazards of industrial activities as could be fell by respondents 

9. The efforts of government agencies in making sure that the neighbourhoods are 

environmentally sustainable 

10. The part played by basic infrastructures towards making the neighbourhood 

sustainable 

11. The awareness of residents on the importance of plants in the neighbourhoods 

12. Whether the neighbourhoods are actually well planted. 

13. Perception of residents on security challenges 

14. The durability of the building components 

15. Beauty of the buildings in the neighbourhoods 

16. Attitude of neighbourhoods towards keeping the environment clean. 

17. The population of the neighbourhood and how it affects the comfort of residents 

18. On whether the residents see the neighbourhoods as good or bad 
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At the level of score ranking, above 76% of all the income groups score (54-71)%.  This may 

suggest that majority of respondents believe that their neighbourhoods are sustainable (table 

27). 

Dimensions of Neighbourhood Sustainability 

On some of the variables on neighbourhood sustainability from literature as reflected in the 

questionnaire, dimension reduction in optimal scaling was carried out.  Factor analysis using 

principal components method was used to determine the factors that had accounted for the 

sustainability of the neighbourhoods (Table 71) 

15 variables were selected as predictor factors and used for the analysis.  The factor analysis 

on sustainability of the neighbourhoods shows that 5 components with 15 variables accounted 

for 53.151% of the variance in the result.  The 5 components with Eigen values 1.097 and 

above were analysed further. 

The first component had Eigen value 3.902 and it accounted for 20.5% of the variance in the 

data represented.  The variables that loaded on this component were planting of trees and 

grass in the environment (0.801) awareness of advantages of plants within the environment 

(0.735), attitude of neighbours is keeping the environment clean (0.589) and access to health 

services (0.467).  These components seem to combine 2 concepts: Greening and health.  The 

second factor accounted for 12.3777% of the variance in the data presented with Eigen value 

of 2.344.  The single variable loaded on this factor was population of neighbourhood, which 

describes the factor on population.  The third factor accounted for 7.64% of the variance in 

the data presented with Eigen value of 1.452.  The variables loaded on this factor were; 

government intervention in making the environment sustainable (0.755) evidence of 

infrastructure like roads and waterways (0.663), community steps towards sustainability 

(0.655) and durable components of buildings (0.414).  These components seem to combine 2 
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concepts: Government and community influence.  The forth factor accounted for 6.95% of the 

variance in data presented with Eigen value 1.322.  The variables loaded on this factor were; 

quality of air in the environment (0.678), health related conditions of the environment (0.625), 

problem of industrial activities (0.600) and noise pollution (0.588).  These components appear 

to address environmental pollution. 

The fifth component accounted for 5.698% of the variance in the data presented, with Eigen 

value of 1.097.  The 2 variables loaded on this factor are; energy consumption and 

susceptibility to flood.  These components address energy usage and proness to flood. 

It could be deduced from the result that residents in the study area construed neighbourhood 

sustainability based on five factors; Greening and health, population, government and 

community influence, environmental pollution, and energy usage plus proneness to flood.  15 

of the items on the 5 factors were loaded which indicates that residents attached importance to 

them.  The 5 factors are the factors used to define neighbourhood sustainability in the study 

area.  The factor with the highest weight is planting of trees and grass in the environment.  It 

infers that the most important factor defining the satisfaction of the residents on the 

sustainability of their neighbourhoods was availability of plants in their environment. 

Predictors of Neighbourhood Sustainability 

The next set of analysis to determine the predictors of neighbourhood sustainability was 

categorical regression.   
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CHAPTER 6 

6.0 CONCLUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. There is need for the Lagos state government to have legislations that compel 

designers to make provisions for the storage of cooking gas cylinders (fig. 109) 

 

Figure 91: Recommended safe positioning of gas cylinders (floor plan) 
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Figure 92: Recommended safe positioning of gas cylinders (section) 

 

2. Legislations compelling developers to locate boreholes at appropriate distance to 

septic tanks, should be enacted by the government 

3. Government agencies should make central sewage system a planning standard, within 

Lagos state 

4. Government and professional agencies should educate the building industry 

professionals on the need to have the positioning of generators considered at the initial 

stage of designs. 
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Figure 93: Recommended waste storage before disposal (plan) 

 

Figure 94: Recommended wasted storage before disposal 
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5. Designers should be compelled by relevant agencies to make storage of waste before 

disposal incorporated into designs (fig. 112) 

6. Waste storage corner should be made a standard for kitchen designs (fig. 113) 

 
Figure 95: Recommended waste corner for kitchens 

Figure 21:  

7. There should be a legislation that compels residents to sort their wastes. 

8. Adequate provision for waste management should be a pre-condition to design 

approval. 

9. Residents should be made to pay for services needed for the sustainability of their 

neighbourhoods, since majority of them have the ability to pay bills. 

10. Since most residents are educated, they should be exposed to adequate knowledge of 

environmental sustainability. 
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CONCLUSION 

The assessment of the sustainability of residential neighbourhoods and buildings is seen as the 

preoccupation of building industry professionals. This is often done without the opinion of the 

residents. The assessment of the sustainability of the study area, based on residents’ 

perspective has been established through this study. This will lead to the development of 

policies that will bear positive influence on the people and their neighbourhoods. It has also 

been revealed through this study that, there is no significant difference between the three 

major population density zones as presently delineated by the Lagos state government, in 

terms of their characteristics and environmental sustainability. This is a pointer to a need for a 

review of density zones within Lagos.  

CONTRIBUTIONS TO KNOWLEDGE 

i. This thesis exposed the need to go beyond indicator centred measurement of 

environmental sustainability, by measuring through the perspective of residents. 

ii. The study identified peculiar and key factors that determine the environmental 

sustainability of Ikeja. These are needed by government, residents and other 

stakeholders, to protect the architectural sanity of the area, within the context of 

environmental sustainability.   

iii. This work pioneered intensive study of neighbourhood sustainability of Ikeja, through 

its findings, that reveal areas that require intervention, for Ikeja to be sustainable. 

 

AREAS OF FURTHER STUDIES 

The assessment of the sustainability of Neighbourhoods and Residential buildings in the 

perspective of users is an area that has not received adequate attention from researchers. This 

study has however addressed some of the issues. The following areas are suggested for further 

study. 
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i. The assessment of the sustainability of neighbourhoods and residential buildings 

through the perspective of residents has been done through this thesis. The 

assessment of the sustainability of commercial and institutional buildings is 

suggested for further studies. 

ii. Findings and characteristics across the density zones are similar. Further studies 

are required to know the current status of neighbourhoods in Lagos state, with a 

view to ascertaining the zoning in terms of high, medium and low density. 

iii. Neighbourhood sustainability is based on six factors in Ikeja, these are: Greening 

and health, population, Government and community influence, environmental 

pollution, energy usage, proness to flood. Further studies are required to know 

what factors other areas in Lagos state are based on. 

iv. Sixteen significant predictors of the sustainability of neighbourhoods and 

residential buildings in Ikeja were found. Further studies are required to know the 

predictors of sustainability for other areas in Lagos. 
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APPENDIX 1 

 

DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE 

UNIVERSITY OF LAGOS, AKOKA 

 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

TITLE: AN ASSESSMENT OF THE SUSTAINABILITY OF RESIDENTIAL 

NEIGHBOURHOODS AND RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS IN LAGOS 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This questionnaire is designed to evaluate the pattern of relationship, between residents of 

Lagos State and their homes. This is with the view to ascertaining the effects of the day to day 

activities of residents on their immediate environment, and also to determine the general 

effects on the neighbourhoods. It will help to determine how the sustainability of the 

neighbourhoods and residential houses are being influenced. Responses will be treated with 

strict anonymity and with utmost confidentiality. Thank you.  

BOLA F. OGUNBODEDE 

 

SECTION A:  PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS 

(Heads of Households)   

 

1. What is your age as at last birthday? …………………….. 

  

2. Sex:  Female [     ]   Male   [     ]   

 

3. Marital Status: Married [     ]  Divorced/Separated [     ]  Widowed [     ]   

Single mother [     ]  Single Father [     ]  Just Single [     ]  Others (specify) …………….   

  

4. Nationality:  Nigerian [     ]  Other African Countries [     ]   

Other Countries (specify) ………………………………. 

 

5. Ethnic group: Yoruba [     ]  Hausa/Fulani [     ]  Igbo [     ]  Ijaw [     ]  Edo [     ]  

Ibibio [     ]  Kanuri/Tiv [     ]  Ebira/Nupe [     ]  Others (specify) ………………. 

 

6. Religion:   Christianity [     ]    Islam [     ]  Others (specify) …………………… 

 

7. What is your occupation: ………………………………………………………  
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8. Employment status: Self-employed [     ]  Private firm employee [     ]   

Casual worker [     ]  Government employee [     ]  Retired/Pensioner [     ]   

Unemployed [     ]  Others (specify) ………………… 

 

9. Average monthly income: Less than N18,000 [     ]  N18,000-N30,000 [     ]   

N31,000-N50,000 [     ]  N51,000-N75,000 [     ]  N76,000-N99,000 [     ]  

 N100,000 and above [     ]  

 

10. Level of Education:  No formal education [    ]  Primary [    ]  Secondary [    ]  

Technical School [   ]   NCE/OND [     ]  First Degree/HND [     ]  Post-graduate [     ]  

  

11. Do you smoke?: Yes [     ]    No [     ] 

 

12. Do you take alcohol?: Yes [     ]    No [     ] 

 

13. Do you take any form of hard drug?: Yes  [     ]    No  [     ] 

 

 

SECTION B:  HOUSE CHARACTERISTICS 

 

14. What is the nature of your apartment?  

One room apartment [     ]    Room and parlour [     ] 

One bedroom flat [     ]    Two bedroom flat [     ] 

Three bedroom flat [     ]  Four bedroom flat [     ] 

Five bedroom apartment [     ] others ……………………………….. 

 

15. What is the nature of your dwelling? Single Family unit on a plot [     ]   Twin houses 

on a plot [     ]    Two apartments on a plot [     ]   Three apartments on a plot [     ]   Four 

apartments on a plot [     ]  More than Four apartments on a plot [     ]                         

Others (specify) ………………………………………….. 

 

16. What is your tenure status: Owner-Occupier [     ]  Family Occupier [     ]   

Free Occupier [     ]    Renter [     ]  

 

17. Do you run a home-based enterprise within you dwelling: Yes [     ]   No  [     ]  

 

18. If question 17 is yes, what type of enterprise do you run? 

……………………………………………….. 

 

19. Number of years in this apartment: …………………………………………. 

 

20. How many people live in your apartment, including you?: ……………………………… 

 

21. What are their relationships: Husband [     ]   Wife [     ]   Children [     ]               

Others (specify) ……………………………………………………. 
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SECTION C:  SERVICES 

 

22. What is your mode of cooking?  

     Electricity [     ] Gas cooker [     ]   Stove [     ]   Firewood [     ]     Wood dust [     ] 

     Others (specify)…………………………………………….. 

 

23. Do you cook outside? Yes [     ]   No [     ] 

 

 

 

24. If your answer to 24 is yes, what is your mode of cooking when you cook outside? 

      Electricity [     ] Gas cooker [     ]   Stove [     ]   Firewood [     ]     Wood dust [     ] 

      Others (specify)…………………………………………….. 

 

25. What is your main source of water supply?  

Pipe-borne water [     ]    Private borehole/well [     ]     water vendors [     ]        rain water 

[     ]       Others (specify)………………………………….. 

 

26. What type of toilet facility do you use?  Flush toilet [     ]      Pit latrine [     ]                                      

Others (specify) ……………………………………………. 

 

27. Are your toilets shared or exclusive?  Shared [     ]    Exclusive [     ] 

 

28. If shared, by how many families? ……………………………………… 

 

29. Is your kitchen exclusive to your family or shared? Shared [     ]   Exclusive [     ] 

 

30. If shared, by how many families? ……………………………………... 

 

31. What is your major source of power supply?  

      Government supply [     ]   Generator [     ]    Candle/Lantern [     ]  

      Rechargeable source [     ]  Solar source [     ]  Others (specify)…………….. 

 

32. What sort of light fittings do you use, in your apartment?  

       Energy saver bulbs [     ] Incandescent bulbs [     ] Fluorescent Lamps [     ]  

       Others (specify)…………………………………………. 
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33. What are your major uses for electricity in your apartment?  

      Cooking [     ] Electronics [     ]   lighting [     ] business activities [     ]  

      others (specify)……………………………… 

 

34. What is your mode of waste disposal?  

     Through government agency [     ]     dump site [     ]    any available space [     ]   

      paid community waste disposers [     ]      drainage/carnal/lagoon/river/water ways [     ]  

      others  (specify)……………………………………………… 

 

35. What is your frequency of waste disposal?  

      1-3 days [     ] 4-6 days [    ] 7-10 days [     ] above 10 days [     ] 

 

36. How do you store your refuse, before disposal?   Open waste bins [     ]  

Covered waste bins [     ]   Waste bags [     ]    Bare-floor   [     ]                                   

others (specify)………………………….. 

 

37. Where do you keep your refuse before disposal?  

      Kitchen [     ] balcony [     ] living room [     ] bed room [     ]  

      outside the apartment (within compound) [     ]   Others (specify)…………………… 

 

38. Do you sort your wastes at the point of disposal?  Yes [     ]  No [     ]  Do not know about                

waste sorting [     ] 

 

39. Does the design of the house make provision for waste storage before disposal?  

       Yes [     ]    No [     ] 

 

40. What is your frequent mode of transportation to and from your neighbourhood?   

Commercial Bus [     ]  Taxi [     ]  Commercial Motorcycle [     ]  Bicycle[     ]   Walking [     ]   

Others [     ]   Private vehicle [     ] 

 

 

41. Do you know what environmental sustainably is?   

      Yes [     ]    No [     ] 

 

42. Do you know what global warming is?     Yes [     ]  No [     ] 

 

43.  Do you know what is required of household to reduce global warming?  
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       Yes [     ]     No [     ] 

 

44. Are you aware of laws guiding sustainable practice within your neighbourhood?  

     Yes [     ]      No [     ] 

 

45. Have you ever being involved in any program on sustainability?  

      Yes [     ] No [     ] 

 

    Strongly 

Agree 

 

5 

Agree 

 

 

4 

Neither 

Agree nor 

Disagree 

3 

Disagree 

 

 

2 

Strongly 

Disagree 

 

1 

46 The nature of our 

neighbourhood 

makes it 

susceptible to 

flood  

     

47 The nature of the 

apartment results 

to less use of 

energy for 

ventilation and 

lighting  

     

48 The quality of air 

in the 

environment is 

satisfactory 

     

49 The nature of our 

immediate 

environment is 

healthy and 

conducive 

     

50 Our 

neighbourhood 

has access to 

health services 

     

51 Noise is a 

nuisance within 

the 

neighbourhood  

     

52 The community 

takes steps 

collectively to 

make the 

neighbourhood 
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maintain a 

sustainable 

environment  

53 Industrial 

activities are a 

major 

environmental 

problem in the 

neighbourhood  

     

54 Government 

intervention 

makes the 

environment 

conducive and 

sustainable   

     

55 Infrastructures, 

like roads, 

waterways, 

electricity and 

water-works are a 

major boost to the 

neighbourhood 

     

56 People are aware 

of the advantages 

of plants within 

their 

environments and 

are involved 

     

57 Our environment 

is well planted 

with trees and 

grass 

     

58 Our 

neighbourhood 

has security 

challenges like 

armed robbery 

and burglary 

     

59 The components 

in our building 

can be regarded 

as durable 

     

60 Our building can 

be said to be 

beautiful 

     

61 The attitude of 

our neighbours 
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help keep the 

environment 

clean and decent 

62 There are too 

many people 

living within our 

neighbourhood  

 

     

63 Our 

neighbourhood is 

a good place to 

identify with 

     

  Very 

convenie

nt 

5 

Conve

nient 

 

4 

Undecide

d 

 

3 

Not 

convenien

t 

2 

Not very 

convenien

t 

1 

64 How will you rate 

your ability to 

pay bills 

     

65 How will you rate 

your ability to 

pay house rent 

(for tenants only) 
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Figure 96: Selected view of a neighbourhood within the high density area 

 

 
Figure 97: Selected view of a residential building within the high density neighbourhood 
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Figure 98: Selected view of a residential building within the high density neighbourhood 

 

 
Figure 99: Selected view of a residential building within the high density neighbourhood 
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Figure 100: Selected view of a residential building within the medium density neighbourhood 

 

 
Figure 101: Selected view of a residential building within the medium density neighbourhood 
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Figure 102: Selected view of a residential building within the medium density neighbourhood 

 

 
Figure 103: Selected view of a residential building within the medium density neighbourhood 
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Figure 104: Selected view of a residential building within the medium density neighbourhood 

 

 

 
Figure 105: Selected view of a planted neighbourhood within the low density area  
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Figure 106: Selected view of a residential building within the low density neighbourhood  

 

 

 
Figure 107: Selected view of a residential building within the low density neighbourhood 
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Figure 108: Selected view of a residential building within the low density neighbourhood 

 

 

 
Figure 109: Selected view of a residential building within the low density neighbourhood 
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Figure 110: Selected view of a neighbourhood with vegetation within the low density area 
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APPENDIX 3 

 

 

Table 28. List of Residential Neighbourhoods in Metropolitan Lagos.  

Source: Independent National Electoral Commission (1998) 
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Table 29. List of Residential Neighbourhoods in Metropolitan Lagos …contd  
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Table 30 List of Residential Neighbourhoods in Metropolitan Lagos …contd  
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Table 31 List of Residential Neighbourhoods in Metropolitan Lagos …contd  
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Table 32. List of Residential Neighbourhoods in Metropolitan Lagos …contd  
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APPENDIX 3 

Table 33: Streets in Ikeja and their number of buildings Source: Lagos State Ministry of 

Environment (2013) 
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APPENDIX 4 

 

Table 34: Polling units per ward in Ikeja Local Government Source: Independent National 

Electoral Commission (2000) 
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